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Structural Controllability of a Networked Dynamic System with LFT
Parameterized Subsystems
Yuan Zhang and Tong Zhou†
Abstract—This paper studies structural controllability for a net-
worked dynamic system (NDS), in which each subsystem may have
different dynamics, and unknown parameters may exist both in
subsystem dynamics and in subsystem interconnections. In addition,
subsystem parameters are parameterized by a linear fractional
transformation (LFT). It is proven that controllability keeps to be
a generic property for this kind of NDSs. Some necessary and
sufficient conditions are then established respectively for them to
be structurally controllable, to have a fixed uncontrollable mode,
and to have a parameter dependent uncontrollable mode, under
the condition that each subsystem interconnection link can take a
weight independently. These conditions are scalable, and in their
verifications, all arithmetic calculations are performed separately on
each subsystem. In addition, these conditions also reveal influences on
NDS controllability from subsystem input-output relations, subsys-
tem uncontrollable modes and subsystem interconnection topology.
Based on these observations, the problem of selecting the minimal
number of subsystem interconnection links is studied under the
requirement of constructing a structurally controllable NDS. A
heuristic method is derived with some provable approximation
bounds and a low computational complexity.
Index Terms—Structural controllability, networked system, LFT,
matroid intersection, topology design.
I. INTRODUCTION
Controllability and observability are now relatively classic con-
cepts in system analysis and synthesis, which are closely related
to stabilization, existence of an optimal control, convergence of
state estimators and some other fundamental issues [34], [13],
[24]. The past two decades have seen a renewed research interest
in controllability and observability with the emergence of complex
networks, such as biological transduction networks [18], power
networks [26] and social networks [18], [25]. Recent applications
of controllability and observability include controlling a biological
network using as less inputs as possible [18], attack detection in
cyber-physical systems [26], achieving consensus in multi-agent
systems [2], distributed control of power generation networks
[25], etc.
Apart from the extensively adopted concept of controllability
proposed by Kalman [13], structural controllability proposed by
Lin [17] is also widely utilized in which each entry of system
matrices is either fixed to be zero or allowed to take an arbitrary
real value. A system with this kind of system matrices is called a
structured system, and is said to be weakly structurally control-
lable, which is sometimes called structurally controllable, if there
exists one numerical realization such that the associated system
is controllable. A closely related concept is strong structural
controllability [22], which requires that each numerical realization
corresponds to a controllable system. While these two concepts
significantly differ from each other in their engineering motiva-
tions, there do not exist great differences in applying them to an
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actual engineering problem, noting that controllability is a generic
system property, which means that, structural controllability of a
structured system guarantees that all its numerical realizations,
except for a set of zero Lebesgue measure in the associated
parameter space, correspond to a controllable system [10]. A
prominent characteristic of structural controllability is that its
criteria often have a clear graphical interpretation, which explicitly
reveals information flows in a dynamic system, and can usually
be easily verified graphically [10], [18], [8]. Recently, structural
controllability has also been extended to some nonlinear systems,
for example, the driftless bilinear systems [29].
When controllability of a networked dynamic system (NDS)
is to be investigated, some challenging issues arise due to nodal
dynamics and high dimensions of its global system matrices [9],
[35]. Recall that when a criterion for a lumped plant is applied
to an NDS with a high dimensional state vector, numerical insta-
bility and/or computational prohibitiveness may emerge. Owing
to efforts from many researchers, various graphical criteria for
(structural) controllability have been obtained [18], [8], [2], [10].
These criteria, mainly focusing on an NDS with each of its
subsystems being modelled as a first order differential equation,
give many intuitive and useful insights on how the topology
influences performances of an NDS. For example, it is shown in
[9, 18] that the minimum number of driver nodes needed to make
a network controllable is closely related to its degree distribution,
in case that the number of self-loops is negligible compared to
the network size. Recently, extensive attentions have been moved
to controllability of a compositional networked system in which
each subsystem may have high order dynamics. For example,
controllability is discussed for a network-of-network system via
Cartesian product in [4]. In [35–37], a general NDS model is
adopted in which each subsystem can have different dynamics
and the subsystem interconnection is arbitrary.
On the other hand, various results have been reported in
which more general parameter interdependencies are adopted than
those of the structured system model. More precisely, a linear
parametrization is adopted in [6] which assumes that each entry
of system matrices is an affine function of some free parameters.
A so called “matrix net” which is a generalization of matrix
pencil, is used in [1]. In [21], the author introduces a concept
called “mixed matrix”, where the nonzero entry of a matrix
could be either a fixed constant or a free parameter, and uses
matroid to study structural controllability under some assump-
tions. Recent related works include graphical interpretations of
the conditions of [6] in [16], and leader selection for structured
descriptor systems in [5]. The obtained results, which are often
expressed through algebraic operations, however, are in general
not computationally efficient for a large-scale NDS. Besides,
parameter interdependencies adopted in these investigations are
not general enough to describe all actual plants, noting that entries
in system matrices are usually rational functions of the parameters
that govern its movements [10], [24], which include parameters
directly describing a physical process, a chemical process or
a biological process, such as mass, temperature, concentration
of a chemical element, etc. All these parameters are called a
first principle parameter in this paper for brevity. An appropriate
framework for describing matrices with rational function entries
appears to be the linear fractional transformation (LFT) widely
adopted in robust control theory [34].
In this paper, we investigate structural controllability of an NDS
in which each subsystem can have high-order and heterogeneous
dynamics, and unknown parameters are allowed to exist in both
subsystem dynamics and in subsystem interconnections. We
adopt an LFT to model subsystem parameter interdependencies,
which enables describing a large class of plants whose unknown
entries in system matrices are rational functions of the plant
first principle parameters, and contains many other descriptions,
such as the linear parametrization adopted in [6] and [30] as
a special case. At first, necessary and sufficient conditions are
established for structural controllability of an LFT parameterized
plant under a diagonalization assumption. These results are ob-
tained by characterizing the existences of a parameter dependent
uncontrollable mode and a fixed uncontrollable mode, based on
structure analysis of the associated transfer function matrices
(TFMs) and the matroid theory. Compared to the results reported
in [6], [1], [30] and [20], the adopted model is more general in
describing relations between system matrices of a plant and its
first principle parameters, and it has been made clear that the
obtained conditions can be verified in polynomial time. Under
the condition that each subsystem interconnection link can take a
weight independently, some necessary and sufficient conditions
are then derived for the NDS to be structurally controllable.
These conditions can be verified efficiently, and the associated
arithmetic operations are within each individual subsystem while
the associated graphical operations are on the network topology,
which makes them scalable and therefore attractive for large-
scale NDSs. Moreover, these conditions explicitly illustrate how
subsystem dynamics and subsystem interconnection topology,
jointly influence controllability of an NDS. Furthermore, based
on them, we consider the problem of designing a subsystem
interaction topology that minimizes the number of interconnection
links under structural controllability restriction. This problem is
shown to be NP-hard, and a two-stage algorithm is suggested
to approximate it with some provable sub-optimality guarantees.
Additionally, we discuss the general computational complexity
and hardness of structural controllability verification problems
with more complicated parameter interdependencies.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
provides problem statements and some preliminary results. Gener-
icity is established in Section III for the controllability of an NDS
with LFT parameterized subsystems. Necessary and sufficient
conditions for structural controllability of LFT parameterized
plants are presented in Section IV. These conditions are extended
to NDSs in Section V taking their parameter structure into
account. Section VI investigates designs of a minimal subsystem
interaction topology to guarantee structural controllability for an
NDS, while an illustrative example are given in Section VII.
Finally, Section VIII concludes this paper. Two appendices are
included to provide some technical details.
Notations. Given two matrices M =
[
M11 M12
M21 M22
]
and P with
compatible dimensions, if I −M22P is invertible, a lower LFT
is defined as Fl(M,P ) = M11 +M12P (I −M22P )−1M21. By
diag{Xi|Ni=1} we denote the block diagonal matrix with its i-th
diagonal block being Xi, while col{Xi|
N
i=1} the matrix stacked
by Xi|Ni=1 with its i-th row block being Xi. Denote by F (λ)
the field of all rational functions of λ with real coefficients, and
F (λ)n1×n2 the set of all n1 × n2 matrices with every entry in
F (λ). σ(A) denotes the set of eigenvalues of a square matrix
A. R, C, Z and N denote the set of real, complex, integral and
non-negative integral numbers, respectively. Given n ∈ N, define
[n] = {1, 2, ..., n}. For an n1 × n2 matrix M , Mij or [M ]ij
denotes its (i, j)-th entry, and for J1 ⊆ [n1] and J2 ⊆ [n2],
MJ1,J2 denotes the submatrix of M formed by rows indexed by
J1 and columns indexed by J2, while MJ2 the submatrix of M
formed by columns indexed by J2. By {0, ∗}
n1×n2 we denote an
n1×n2 structured matrix, where ∗ denotes the entries which can
take real values independently. By ||M ||0 we denote the number
of nonzero entries in a matrix M . Throughout this paper, a set of
variables S is said to be algebraically independent, if S do not
satisfy any non-trivial polynomial equation with its coefficients
in R.
II. PROBLEM STATEMENT AND PRELIMINARIES
A. A Model for NDSs and Problem Statement
In an actual NDS, it is often the case that its subsystems have
high orders and heterogeneous dynamics. To describe dynamics
of these NDSs, it appears convenient to utilize the spatially
interconnected system model adopted in [15], [35–37], in which
an NDS Σ is constituted of N subsystems, and the dynamics of
its i-th subsystem Σi is described by[
x˙i(t)
zi(t)
yi(t)
]
=



A
(i)
xx0 A
(i)
xv0 B
(i)
xu0
A
(i)
zx0 A
(i)
zv0 B
(i)
zu0
C
(i)
yx0 C
(i)
yv0 D
(i)
yu0

+

E
(i)
1
E
(i)
2
E
(i)
3

P (i)×
(I −H(i)P (i))
−1
[
F
(i)
1 F
(i)
2 F
(i)
3
]}[xi(t)
vi(t)
ui(t)
] (1)
where t represents the temporal variable, xi(t) ∈ Rmxi is the state
vector, ui(t) ∈ Rmui is the external input vector, yi(t) ∈ Rmyi
is the external output vector, vi(t) and zi(t) are respectively the
signal received from other subsystems and the signal sent to other
subsystems, which are called the internal input and output vectors
respectively, and whose dimensions can be greater than one.
In the above model, the system matrices of the i-th subsystem
Σi are parameterized by a matrix P
(i), which is constituted from
the unknown first principle parameters of this subsystem. More-
over, E
(i)
j , F
(i)
j and H
(i), j = 1, 2, 3, are adopted to represent
some known constant matrices that reflect how a first principle
parameter influences the subsystem matrices. The matrices with
a subscript “0” represent the ingredient of the system matrices
that does not vary with its first principle parameters. This forms
an LFT parametrization widely adopted in robust control theory
[34], and is able to describe system matrices which depend on its
first principle parameters in a rational function way.
In addition, interactions among subsystems are described by
v(t) = Φz(t), (2)
where v(t) = col{vi(t)|Ni=1}, z(t) = col{zi(t)|
N
i=1}. We call
Φ the subsystem connection matrix (SCM), which describes the
interconnection topology among subsystems. In actual networks,
due to communication noises, inaccuracies of parameters describ-
ing the interaction channels or variations of spatial distances
among subsystems, etc., the weights of the interconnection links
may sometimes be hard to know exactly. Hence, while Φ is time-
invariant, it is assumed that only the zero-nonzero patterns of Φ
are known, that is, the positions of its elements that are fixed to
be zero and those that are not constantly equal to zero. A fixed
zero element in the SCM Φ means that the associated internal
output of a subsystem does not directly affect another associated
subsystem, while an element whose value is not constantly equal
2
to zero means the contrary. In other words, the SCM Φ actually
reflects the geometric structure of an NDS. With a little abuse of
terminology, an element of the SCM Φ not fixed to be zero is
also called a first principle parameter of the NDS in this paper.
An NDS with the above dynamics is illustrated by Fig. 1(a).
To illustrate the application significance of the NDS model,
consider a mechanical system described in Fig. 2 which consists
of N subsystems constituted from a vehicle, a damper and a
spring. Obviously, the dynamics of each subsystem is determined
by the mass of the vehicle, the constants of the springs and
the dampers connected to it, in a rational function manner.
Direct algebraic operations show that the system matrices of each
subsystem in this plant can have the LFT form described by (1),
and dynamics of the whole system can be written as (1)-(2). The
details are omitted due to their straightforwardness.
The following assumption is adopted throughout this paper.
Assumption 1: The NDS Σ, as well as each of its subsystem
Σi, i ∈ [N ], are well-posed for almost all feasible values of its
first principle parameters.
The above assumption means that for each external input
series col{ui(t)|Ni=1}, both the system states col{xi(t)|
N
i=1} and
the external outputs col{yi(t)|Ni=1} are uniquely determined for
almost each Φ and each P (i), i ∈ [N ], having the corresponding
prescribed structures. Under this assumption, the main problem
discussed in this paper is stated as follows.
Problem 1: Assume that all the nonzero entries of
P (1), ..., P (N) and Φ are algebraically independent and time
invariant, and except P (i), all the other values of the system
matrices are prescribed for each subsystem Σi of the NDS Σ,
i ∈ [N ]. Verify whether or not the NDS Σ is structurally
controllable. That is, whether or not there exist at least one
feasible value respectively for Φ and each P (i) for i ∈ [N ] with
their prescribed structures, such that the corresponding NDS (1)-
(2) is controllable.
In the next section, it is shown that if the NDS (1)-(2) is
structurally controllable, then for almost all feasible realizations
of P (i)|Ni=1 and Φ, the corresponding NDS is controllable.
Remark 1: As mentioned earlier, LFT parametrization is capa-
ble of describing almost all rational function matrices [34]. It is
worthwhile to mention that we restrict our attentions in this paper
to the situation in which each first principle parameter appears
only once in P (i), which can be directly extended to the case
in which each first principle parameter has a rank-one coefficient
matrix. This adoption is due to the following considerations. First,
as discussed in Appendix A, the rank-one case is currently the
most possible case for structural controllability verification that
one can find deterministic algorithms with a polynomial time
complexity or a sub-exponential time complexity. Second, a large
class of traditional actual plants, which may be regarded as a
subsystem of an NDS, satisfy this rank-one setting. These plants
include many mechanical systems, electrical systems, as well as
fluid systems [24], [34]. The assumption that all nonzero entries
of Φ are algebraically independent might be helpful, under some
situations, in understanding the role of subsystem interconnection
topology in controllability of NDSs.
Remark 2: Various parametrizations have been proposed to
describe system parameter interdependencies, e.g., the linear
parametrization [6], [30], the matrix net [1] and the mixed
matrix descriptions [21]. It can be directly validated that
these descriptions are special cases of the LFT parametrization
Fl([Mij ]i,j=1,2, P ) by setting M22 ≡ 0 and specifying the
frequencies that the free parameters in P appear. It is, however,
worthwhile to emphasize that a nonzero M22 is crucial and
usually inevitable for enabling representation of rational functions
(a)
(b)
Fig. 1. (a): an illustrative example of the NDS Σ; (b): an equivalent LFT scheme
of the NDS Σ.
Fig. 2. A vehicle-damper-spring chain system.
by an LFT parametrization.
B. An Equivalent LFT Representation of the NDS
To investigate structural controllability of the NDS described
by (1)-(2), its dynamics is rewritten as another LFT in which all
first principle parameters in the model are included in one matrix.
For this purpose, two auxiliary internal input and output vectors
are constructed for the i-th subsystem of the NDS (1)-(2), which
are denoted respectively by v+i (t) and z
+
i (t), and defined as
z
+
i (t) = [F
(i)
1 F
(i)
2 F
(i)
3 ]col{xi(t), vi(t), ui(t)}+H
(i)
v
+
i (t),
v
+
i (t) = P
(i)
z
+
i (t).
(3)
Let z˜i(t) = col{zi(t), z
+
i (t)}, v˜i(t) = col{vi(t), v
+
i (t)}. Denote
the dimensions of v˜i(t) and z˜i(t) respectively by mvi and mzi.
Then it can be straightforwardly shown that, when the matrix
I −H(i)P (i) is invertible, the dynamics of Subsystem Σi can be
equivalently expressed by (3) and the following equation
x˙i(t)z˜i(t)
yi(t)

 =

A
(i)
xx A
(i)
xv B
(i)
xu
A
(i)
zx A
(i)
zv B
(i)
zu
C
(i)
yx C
(i)
yv D
(i)
yu



xi(t)v˜i(t)
ui(t)

 (4)
in which
A
(i)
xx = A
(i)
xx0, A
(i)
xv =
[
A
(i)
xv0 E
(i)
1
]
, A
(i)
zx=
[
A
(i)
zx0
F
(i)
1
]
,
A
(i)
zv =
[
A
(i)
zv0 E
(i)
2
F
(i)
2 H
(i)
]
, B
(i)
xu = B
(i)
xu0, B
(i)
zu =
[
B
(i)
zu0
F
(i)
3
]
,
C
(i)
yx = C
(i)
yx0, C
(i)
yv =
[
C
(i)
yv0 E
(i)
3
]
, D
(i)
yu = D
(i)
yu0.
3
Partition the SCM Φ according to the dimensions of the vectors
vi(t) and zj(t), 1 ≤ i, j ≤ N , and let Φi,j denote the (i, j)-th
block of Φ. Moreover, define vectors v˜(t) and z˜(t) respectively
as v˜(t) = col{v˜i(t)|
N
i=1} and z˜(t) = col{z˜i(t)|
N
i=1}. Then the
relation between v˜(t) and z˜(t) can be expressed as
v˜(t) = P z˜(t), (5)
in which
P =


Φ1,1 Φ1,2 · · · Φ1,N
P (1) 0 · · · 0
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
. . .
.
.
.
.
.
.
ΦN,1 ΦN,2 · · · ΦN,N
0 0 · · · P (N)


. (6)
Equations (4)-(5) give an equivalent description for the input-
output relations of the NDSΣ, which is illustrated by Fig. 1(b). In
the following, the system described by (4) is called the augmented
system of Subsystem Σi, and is denoted by Σ˜i. It can be seen
that the NDS (4)-(5) has the same subsystem interaction structure
as that of the original NDS (1)-(2), except that some self-loops
are introduced in (5).
Compared with (1)-(2) of [35], it is obvious that the system de-
scribed by (4)-(5) has completely the same form as that discussed
in [35]. This implies that results of [35] can be directly applied
to controllability analysis of an NDS with LFT parameterized
subsystems. For this application, define matrices A⋆∗ and B⋆∗
with ⋆, ∗ = x, u, z or v respectively as A⋆∗=diag{A
(i)
⋆∗ |Ni=1},
B⋆∗=diag{B
(i)
⋆∗ |Ni=1}. Moreover, define M# =
∑N
i=1m#i, with
# = x, y, u, v and z. Then, a direct application of Theorem 1 in
[35] leads to the following result, which gives a necessary and
sufficient condition for the controllability of the NDS described
by (1)-(2) with a fixed P .
Lemma 1 ([35]): Given a fixed P , assume that the associated
NDS Σ (1)-(2), as well as each of its subsystems, is well-posed.
Then this system is controllable, if and only if the following
matrix valued polynomial (MVP)M(λ) is of full row rank (FRR)
for each λ ∈ C,
M(λ) =
[
λIMx −Axx Bxu −AxvP
−Azx Bzu IMz −AzvP
]
. (7)
C. Some Preliminaries
In this subsection, we give some preliminaries required in our
following derivations.
Lemma 2 ([11], Binet-Cauchy theorem): For an n1×n2 matrix
M and an n2 × n1 matrix N , n1 ≤ n2, it holds that
det(MN) =
∑
J⊆[n2],|J|=n1
detMJ det(N
⊺)J .
Lemma 3 ([11]): Let matrix M = [M1 M2] and M
⊥
1 be a
basis of the left null space of M1, i.e., a matrix consisting of a
collection of row vectors that are linearly independent and span
the left null space of M1. Then, M is of FRR, if and only if
M⊥1 M2 is of FRR.
A matroid is a structure that abstracts the notion of linear
independence in vector spaces [21]. Given a finite set E and
a family I of subsets of E, the pair (E, I) is a matroid if:
(1)∅ ∈ I; (2) if I1 ∈ I and I2 ⊆ I1, then I2 ∈ I; (3) if
I1, I2 ∈ I and |I1| = |I2| + 1, then there is some x ∈ I1\I2
satisfying I2 ∪ x ∈ I. In the above definition, E is called the
ground set, and a member of I is called an independent set. The
rank of a matroid M = (E, I), denoted by ρ(M), is defined as
the maximum cardinality of its independent sets. For a matrix
F , a matroid can be defined as M(F ) = (E, I), where E
is the set of indices of columns of F , I is the collection of
indices of columns of F which are linearly independent, i.e.,
I = {J ⊆ E : rank(FJ ) = |J |}. This matroid is sometimes
called a linear matroid. Given two matroidsM1 andM2 over the
same ground set, the matroid intersection M1 ∩M2 is defined
as the collection of all common independent sets of M1 and
M2. The cardinality of the largest independent set in M1∩M2,
which is also denoted by ρ(M1 ∩M2) for notation simplicity,
can be determined in polynomial time [21]. For two matroids
M1 = (I1, E) and M2 = (I2, E), the matroid union M1 ∪M2
is a matroid (I3, E) such that any X ∈ I3 can be expressed as
X = Y ∪ Z with Y ∈ I1 and Z ∈ I2. Determining the rank of
the union of two linear matroids can also be done in polynomial
time.
A set function f : 2V → R is submodular if for all sets S1 ⊆
S2 ⊆ V and any element s ∈ V \S2, it holds that f(S1
⋃
{s})−
f(S1) ≥ f(S2
⋃
{s})−f(S2). This set function is nondecreasing
if f(S2) ≥ f(S1) for all S1 ⊆ S2 ⊆ V . A well known fact is that
the rank of a matrix is submodular, nondecreasing on any subset
of its column vectors [21].
Given a directed graph (digraph) D, let V (D) be its vertex set,
E(D) its edge set. A path from a vertex v1 ∈ V (D) to a vertex
vn ∈ V (D) is a sequence of edges (v1, v2), (v2, v3), ..., (vn−1, vn)
with no repeated end vertices, which is denoted by {v1 → · · · →
vn}. If there is a path from v1 to v2, we say that v2 is reachable
from v1. A path from a vertex to itself is called a cycle. Length
of a path is the number of its edges. A matching M of a digraph
D is a set of edges such that any of its element does not share a
common start or end vertex with another element. The size of a
matchingM is the number of edges contained inM . A digraph is
strongly connected, if any two of its vertices are reachable from
each other. A strongly connected component (SCC) of a digraph
is a subgraph that is strongly connected, and is maximal in the
sense that no other edges or vertices can be included without
breaking the property of being strongly connected. A clique is an
undirected graph such that any two of its vertices are adjacent.
Let S , {s1, ..., sp} be a set of algebraically independent
variables, and G(λ;S) be a TFM whose entries are rational
functions of λ with coefficients being polynomials of si|
p
i=1 over
R. The generic rank of the TFM G(λ;S) is the maximum rank
that G(λ;S) can achieve as a function of both λ and si|
p
i=1.
When si|
p
i=1 are fixed, G(λ;S) is usually abbreviated as G(λ),
and the maximum rank that G(λ) can achieve among all λ is
sometimes called the normal rank of G(λ) [34]. Zeros of a TFM
have various definitions in the literature [13], [34]. In this paper,
given a n1 × n2 dimensional TFM G(λ) with a full row normal
rank (FRNR), i.e., its normal rank equals its number of rows, we
say that λ0 ∈ C is a zero of G(λ), if rank(G(λ0)) < n1. A TFM
G(λ;S) is said to have a zero depending on S, if it has a zero
for arbitrarily fixed si|
p
i=1 in the corresponding parameter space,
while the value of this zero is not independent of si|
p
i=1.
III. GENERICITY OF THE CONTROLLABILITY OF THE NDS
In this section, genericity is established for well-posedness and
controllability of the NDS (1)-(2).
Using the symbols Axx, Axv , P , etc. defined in Section II-B,
a lumped state-space representation can be obtained for the NDS
(1)-(2), given as follows,
x˙(t) = Ax(t) +Bu(t) (8)
4
where x(t) = col{xi(t)|Ni=1}, u(t) = col{ui(t)|
N
i=1}, and
[A B] = [Axx Bxu]+AxvP (I − AzvP )
−1[Azx Bzu]
= Fl
([
Axx Bxu Axv
Azx Bzu Azv
]
, P
)
,
(9)
in which Fl(•, ∗) denotes the lower LFT operation defined in
Section I. As can be seen, the lumped matrix [A B] also has a
form of LFT parametrization. This has been already observed in
[35], and is a property of LFT expressions.
Let s1, ..., sk be the first principle parameters of P in (6), and
denote by S = (s1, ..., sk). Obviously, k equals the number of
nonzero entries in P . Let P be the set of admissible matrices
of P parameterized by S that make the NDS Σ well-posed, and
S ⊆ Rk the set of the corresponding admissible values of S. To
clarify the dependence of matrices A and B on S in (9), in the
following A and B are sometimes denoted by A(S) and B(S)
respectively.
From the definition of well-posedness of a closed-loop system,
it can be straightforwardly proven that the subsystem Σi is well-
posed if and only if det(I−H(i)P (i)) 6= 0, i ∈ [N ]. Moreover,
under the condition that each of its subsystems Σi|
N
i=1, is well-
posed, the NDS Σ is well-posed if and only if det(I−AzvP ) 6= 0.
Hence, S is open and dense in Rk. With these results, it can be
further shown that if there is a particular P such that the NDS
Σ and each of its subsystems Σi|Ni=1, are well-posed, then for
almost every P with the same structure, the corresponding system
is also well-posed. The essential ideas behind the proofs are that
both det(I−AzvP ) and det(I−H(i)P (i)) are polynomials of the
nonzero elements of P , whose values vary continuously with the
system first principle parameters. The details are omitted due to
their obviousness.
A property of a parameter dependent system is called generic,
if this property holds almost everywhere in the parameter space
[10]. Obviously, si|ki=1 = 0 makes each subsystem Σi well-
posed as well as the whole NDS. This implies that the NDS Σ is
generically well-posed, irrespective of the fixed constants in (1).
The following proposition reveals the genericity of controlla-
bility of the LFT parameterized NDS (1)-(2).
Proposition 1: Controllability of the NDS (1)-(2) is a generic
property.
Proof: Consider the lumped representation of the
NDS Σ (1)-(2), which is given by (8)-(9). The
controllability matrix of the system (8) is C(A(S), B(S)) =
[B(S) A(S)B(S) ... (A(S))Mx−1B(S)]. Suppose that there
exists an S0 ∈ S such that the pair (A(S0), B(S0)) is
controllable. This means that there is at least one set of Mx
linearly independent column vectors in C(A(S0), B(S0)). Denote
the matrix composed of these vectors by C(A(S0), B(S0))J ,
where |J | = Mx. It can be straightforwardly proven from (9)
that there exists two polynomials d(S) and n(S) of the first
principle parameters S such that det(C(A(S), B(S))J ) =
d(S)
n(S) .
Moreover, n(S) can be expressed as n(S) , det(I − AzvP )t
for some t ∈ N. As C(A(S0), B(S0))J is invertible, it further
means that the polynomial d(S) is not identically zero. Let
S¯ = {S ∈ S : d(S) = 0}. Then, for any S ∈ S\S¯, the matrix
C(A(S), B(S))J is invertible and hence the pair (A(S), B(S))
is controllable, so is the NDS Σ. Since the set S¯ has zero
Lebesgue measure in S, Proposition 1 follows. 
Noting that both parametric inaccuracies and parametric varia-
tions are unavoidable in actual systems. The above results imply
that rather than numerical values of the first principle parameters
in each subsystem and the SCM Φ, controllability of this NDS
is mainly determined by how the system matrices are influenced
by these parameters.
According to the well known PBH test, the matrix pair (A,B)
in (8) is controllable if and only if the matrix [A − λI B] is of
FRR at each λ ∈ C. In addition, a complex number λ that makes
[A − λI B] row rank deficient is called an uncontrollable mode
[13]. As argued in [1, Lemma 6.2], [19, Lemma 2], [21], and from
Lemma 1, if System (8)-(9) parameterized by the first principle
parameters S is structurally uncontrollable (i.e., the associated
system is uncontrollable for each fixed S ∈ S), then the determi-
nants of all the (Mx+Mz)×(Mx+Mz) dimensional submatrices
of the MVP M(λ) defined in (7), expressed as polynomials of
si|ki=1 and λ, share a common divisor. Moreover, this common
divisor, if expressed as a polynomial of λ, has at least one root
for each fixed S ∈ S, which can be called the uncontrollable
mode of System (8)-(9) with respect to (w.r.t.) parameters S.
Otherwise, this system is structurally controllable [21]. To further
characterize structural uncontrollability, uncontrollable modes are
divided throughout this paper into the classes of fixed uncontrol-
lable modes and parameter-dependent uncontrollable modes.
Definition 1: A fixed uncontrollable mode (FUM) of the NDS
(1)-(2) is a fixed λ ∈ C such that the matrix pair [A(S)−λI B(S)]
is not of FRR for each fixed S ∈ S. In other words, an FUM is
an uncontrollable mode of the NDS (1)-(2) that is independent of
S.
Definition 2: A parameter dependent uncontrollable mode
(PDUM) of the NDS (1)-(2) is an uncontrollable mode that is not
independent of S; more precisely, it is an uncontrollable mode
of the NDS (1)-(2) for each fixed S ∈ S, and across S ∈ S the
set of its values does not belong to any subset of C with a finite
cardinality.
The above definitions are similar to the notion fixed mode
suggested in [33]. According to the continuous dependence of
roots of a polynomial on its coefficients, the PDUMs must
piecewise continuously depend on S. Note that, whether or not
a univariate polynomial with coefficients being polynomials of
si|ki=1 over R has a root located in a fixed finite set of isolated
complex values is a generic property in the parameter space of
S [21]. It can be shown that the existence of either an FUM or
a PDUM is a generic property of the LFT parameterized system
(8)-(9), so is of the NDS (1)-(2) [10, Section 6]. In addition, let
σf denote the set of FUMs of System (8)-(9). From Definition 1,
σf =
⋂
S∈S
{λ ∈ C : [A(S)−λI B(S)] is not of FRR}. (10)
Both FUM and PDUM play important roles in the following
analysis about the structural controllability of the NDS Σ.
IV. STRUCTURAL CONTROLLABILITY OF LFT
PARAMETERIZED PLANTS
In order to derive computationally feasible conditions for the
structural controllability of the NDS described by (1)-(2), we at
first establish a necessary and sufficient condition in this section
for a general LFT parameterized matrix pair to be structurally
controllable, that is, a matrix pair described by (9) in which
the matrices Axx, Axv, Azx, Azv , Bxu and Bzu are no longer
block diagonal. Compared with [6], [21] in which a linearly
parameterized plant is adopted, the LFT parametrization adopted
here is more natural in describing relations between system
matrices of a plant and its first principle parameters and is able
to represent a much wider class of plants. In addition, due to
the existence of the inverse of the matrix I − AzvP in the
parametrization, some mathematical challenges also arise.
For the sake of derivations, it is assumed that the matrices A
and B in (9) have the dimensions of n×n and n×q respectively.
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Moreover, the following assumption is adopted.1 This assumption
is eliminated in the next section for an NDS.
Assumption 2: P = diag{s1, ..., sk}, where the parameters
s1, ..., sk are algebraically independent.
A. Existence of PDUMs via TFM Analysis
This subsection is devoted to conditions of the existence of
PDUMs via a structure analysis of some associated TFMs.
Define two TFMs respectively as
Gzv(λ) = Azx(λI −Axx)
−1Axv +Azv,
Gzu (λ) = Azx(λI −Axx)
−1Bxu +Bzu.
With the above definitions, the following Lemma 4 transforms
the existence of PDUMs into that of zeros of a TFM.
Lemma 4: The system (8)-(9) has a PDUM, if and only if the
TFM [Gzv(λ)P − I Gzu(λ)] has a zero depending on S.
Proof: Note that when λ /∈ σ(Axx), [Azx(λI −Axx)
−1
I] is
a basis of the left null space of col{λI −Axx,−Azx}. Then
by Lemma 3, for a given λ /∈ σ(Axx), M(λ) in (7) is of
FRR, if and only if [Azx(λI −Axx)
−1
I]
[
Bxu −AxvP
Bzu I −AzvP
]
=
[Gzu(λ) I−Gzv(λ)P ] is of FRR.
Let Λc = {λ ∈ C : λ /∈ σ(Axx)}. Then a λ belonging
to Λc and varying with S is a zero of M(λ) of (7), if and
only if it is a zero of [Gzv(λ)P − I Gzu(λ)]. Notice that the
set σ(Axx) consists of only some isolated elements which do
not affect the piecewise continuous dependence of the zeros
of [Gzv(λ)P − I Gzu(λ)] on S. Hence, M(λ) has a zero
depending on S, if and only if [Gzv(λ)P − I Gzu(λ)] has a
zero depending on S. By Lemma 1, the result follows. 
Recall that the TFMs Gzv(λ) and Gzu(λ) respectively have a
dimension of k×k and a dimension of k×q. Construct a diagraph
L = (V , E) associated with [Gzv(λ) Gzu(λ)] as follows. Define
the vertex set as V = U
⋃
Z with U = {u1, ..., uq} and Z =
{z1, ..., zk}, while the edge set as E = EUZ
⋃
EZZ with EUZ =
{(ui, zj) : [Gzu(λ)]ji 6= 0}, EZZ = {(zi, zj) : [Gzv(λ)]ji 6= 0}.
The digraph constructed in this way is called the auxiliary
connection graph (ACG) associated with [Gzv(λ) Gzu(λ)]. A
vertex in L is input-reachable, if there exists a path from a vertex
in U that ends at it. To clarify the dependence of an edge in L
on the variable λ, edges of EZZ are classified by the following
definitions.
Definition 3: Given the ACG L associated with
[Gzv(λ) Gzu(λ)], an edge (zi, zj) ∈ EZZ is a λ-edge, if
[Gzv(λ)]ji does not take a value independent of the variable λ;
otherwise (zi, zj) ∈ EZZ is a constant-edge. A cycle of L which
contains at least one λ-edge is a λ-cycle. An input-unreachable
λ-edge is a λ-edge such that neither its start vertex nor its end
vertex is reachable from U . An input-unreachable λ-cycle (resp.
input-unreachable SCC) is a λ-cycle (resp. SCC) with each of
its vertices being input-unreachable.
Based on the above definitions, the following proposition gives
a graph theoretical necessary and sufficient condition for the
existence of a PDUM of the system (8)-(9).
Proposition 2: Under Assumption 2, the system (8)-(9) has a
PDUM, if and only if there exists an input-unreachable λ-cycle
in the ACG L.
Proposition 2 implies that, under Assumption 2, the existence
of a PDUM is only related to the structure of [Gzv(λ) Gzu(λ)]
1For an individual plant, in case that each first principle parameter has a rank-
one coefficient matrix in P , Assumption 2 can always be satisfied by introducing
a transformation similar to (15) in Section V.
and whether or not an entry of Gzv(λ) depends on the vari-
able λ, while the interdependencies among different entries of
[Gzv(λ) Gzu(λ)] do not influence the obtained results.
To prove Proposition 2, the following Lemmas 5-8 are required,
whose proofs are deferred to Appendix B. Lemma 5 is an
auxiliary result needed in the proofs of Lemmas 6 and 7. Lemma
6 presents a relation between the existence of zeros of a class
of TFMs and that of a λ-cycle, which is crucial in obtaining
Proposition 2. Lemmas 7 and 8 reveal a relation between zeros
of a class of TFMs and the input-reachability property of the
associated ACG L.
Lemma 5: Given a digraph G with a vertex set V = {1, ..., p},
p ≥ 2, suppose that there are two distinct cycles C1 and C2 in G
having an equal length p. Then, ∀e ∈ E(C1), there exists a cycle
in G with length not exceeding p− 1 that contains e.
Lemma 6: Under Assumption 2, let J = {j1, ..., jns} ⊆
{1, ..., k} and denote (Gzv(λ))J ,J by GJzv(λ),
diag{sj1 , ..., sjns } by PJ . Let L
J be the subgraph of L
induced by vertices {zj1 ,...,zjns}. Then, the TFM G
J
zv(λ)PJ − I
has a zero depending on parameters sji |
ns
i=1, if and only if L
J
has a λ-cycle.
Remark 3: From the proof of Lemma 6, it is clear that the
necessity behind the introduction of λ-cycle is that, there are two
types of nonzero entries in Gzv(λ). As a result, the shortest cycle
in the digraph DJ , which is defined in the proof of Lemma 6,
does not necessarily correspond to a nonvanishing term depending
on λ in det(GJzv(λ)PJ − I).
Lemma 7: Under Assumption 2, if there does not exist an
input-unreachable vertex z ∈ Z in the digraph L associated with
[Gzv(λ) Gzu(λ)], then the obtained matrix after deleting any
column from [Gzv(λ)P − I Gzu(λ)] is of full row generic rank
(FRGR, i.e., its generic rank equals its number of rows).
Lemma 8: Under Assumption 2, if the submatrix obtained by
deleting any column from [Gzv(λ)P − I Gzu(λ)] is of FRGR,
then [Gzv(λ)P − I Gzu(λ)] does not have a zero depending on
S.
Proof of Proposition 2: To prove the if part, suppose that there
is an input-unreachable λ-cycle in the digraph L. Let the vertex
set of this input-unreachable λ-cycle be Zs , {zj1 , ..., zjns} ⊆ Z .
Moreover, define a set J as J , {j1, ..., jns}. Since Zs are un-
reachable from U , it is clear that there exists a permutation matrix
Q such that [10] QGzv(λ)Q⊺ =
[
GJzv(λ) 0
G
[21]
zv (λ) G
[22]
zv (λ)
]
, QGzu(λ) =[
0
G
[2]
zu(λ)
]
, and therefore
Q
[
Gzv(λ)P − I Gzu(λ)
] [Q⊺ 0
0 I
]
=
GJzv(λ)PJ − I 0 0
G
[21]
zv (λ)PJ G
[22]
zv (λ)P[k]\J − I G
[2]
zu(λ)

 , (11)
where G
[21]
zv (λ) ∈ F (λ)(k−ns)×ns , G
[22]
zv (λ) ∈
F (λ)(k−ns)×(k−ns), G
[2]
zu(λ) ∈ F (λ)(k−ns)×q, GJzv(λ) and
PJ are defined in Lemma 6. By Lemma 6, G
J
zv(λ)PJ − I has
a zero depending on sji |
ns
i=1, so does [Gzv(λ)P − I Gzu(λ)]
noting that according to (11) the associated ranks remain
invariant. By Lemma 4, this means that the system (8)-(9) has a
PDUM.
To prove the only if part, first assume that every vertex in
Z is input-reachable in L. Then from Lemmas 7-8, we have
that [Gzv(λ)P − I Gzu(λ)] does not have a zero depending on
S. Now suppose that there is an input-unreachable vertex in L,
and denote the set of all input-unreachable vertices by Z¯s ⊆ Z .
Suppose that there does not exist a λ-cycle in the subgraph of
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L induced by Z¯s (denoted by LZ¯s). Following (11), there is a
permutation matrix Q¯ such that
Q¯
[
Gzv(λ)P − I Gzu(λ)
] [Q¯⊺ 0
0 I
]
=
 G¯[11]zv (λ)P¯1 − I 0 0
G¯
[21]
zv (λ)P¯1 G¯
[22]
zv (λ)P¯2 − I G¯
[2]
zu(λ)

 , (12)
where G¯
[11]
zv (λ) ∈ F (λ)|Z¯s|×|Z¯s|, G¯
[21]
zv (λ) ∈ F (λ)|Z\Z¯s|×|Z¯s|,
G¯
[22]
zv (λ) ∈ F (λ)|Z\Z¯s|×|Z\Z¯s|, G¯
[2]
zu(λ) ∈ F (λ)|Z\Z¯s|×q and
diag{P¯1, P¯2} , Q¯P Q¯⊺. Since there is not a λ-cycle in the
digraph LZ¯s associated with G¯
[11]
zv (λ), it can be obtained from
Lemma 6 that G¯
[11]
zv (λ)P¯1 − I does not have a zero depending on
S. Meanwhile, noting that Z\Z¯s is the set of all input-reachable
vertices, Lemmas 7-8 imply that [G¯
[22]
zv (λ)P¯2− I G¯
[2]
zu(λ)] does
not have a zero depending on S. Notice that the right-hand side
matrix of (12) has a block triangular structure. Hence, it does not
have a zero depending on S either. This indicates the nonexistence
of a PDUM in the original system (8)-(9) by Lemma 4. 
B. Existence of FUMs
From the definition of an FUM, since 0 ∈ S, it suffices to
see that the set of FUMs σf of System (8)-(9) satisfies σf ⊆
σ(Axx).
2 Hence, the existence of an FUM is equivalent to that of
a λ0 ∈ σ(Axx), such that M(λ0) in (7) is not of FRR for every
P ∈ P.
The following proposition presents an equivalent condition for
the above statements in terms of matroid union.
Proposition 3: Under Assumption 2, the system (8)-(9) has an
FUM, if and only if there exists a λ0 ∈ σ(Axx), so that ρ(M1 ∪
M2(λ0)) < 2k+n, in which matroids M1 =M([0k×n Ik Ik]),
M2(λ0) =M


[
λ0I −Axx Bxu Axv
−Azx Bzu Azv
0 0 I
]⊺.
Proof: Define an MVP H(λ) as
H(λ) =
[
λI −Axx Bxu Axv 0
−Azx Bzu Azv I
0 0 I P
]
, (13)
where P ∈ P. Using Schur complement [11], it can be validated
that for any fixed λ ∈ C and P , M(λ) in (7) is of FRR if and
only if H(λ) is of FRR. Now substitute P = diag{si|ki=1} into
H(λ0). Note that
H(λ0)
[
In+q+k 0
0 diag{ti
∣∣k
i=1 }
]
=
λ0I −Axx Bxu Axv 0−Azx Bzu Azv diag{ti ∣∣ki=1 }
0 0 I diag{tisi
∣∣k
i=1 }

 (14)
where auxiliary variables t1, ..., tk are nonzero, and
{t1, ..., tk, s1, ..., sk} are algebraically independent. It suffices to
see that the rank of H(λ0) equals that of the right-hand side of
(14). Notice that {s1, ..., sk, s1t1, ..., sktk} are also algebraically
2This inclusion relation is still valid even when the first principle parameters
si|ki=1 can only take values from some continuous intervals not including 0. This
is because an FUM must be a zero of certain polynomial of λ involving si|
k
i=1,
which can also be regarded as a polynomial of each si by substituting the value
of this FUM and fixing the rest of si|ki=1. As such polynomial equals zero for
infinitely many values of si from Definition 1, it must be a zero polynomial of si.
Hence, fixing si|
k
i=1 to be an arbitrary real value satisfying the well-posedness
condition, the set of uncontrollable modes of the obtained system must contain
σf .
independent. Based on Theorem 4.2.3 of [21], for a matrix
F = col{Q, T } where Q is a numerical matrix over C and T is
a structured matrix with its nonzero entries being algebraically
independent, it holds that
M(F ) =M(Q) ∪M(T ).
Using the above result on the transpose of the right-hand side
matrix of (14), the required result follows from the fact that
M([0,diag{ti
∣∣k
i=1 },diag{tisi
∣∣k
i=1 ]}) =M([0 Ik Ik]). 
Combining Propositions 2 and 3, we have the following theo-
rem.
Theorem 1: Under Assumption 2, the LFT parameterized plant
(8)-(9) is structurally controllable, if and only if the following two
conditions hold simultaneously.
(i) There is no input-unreachable λ-cycle in the ACG L;
(ii) For each λ0 ∈ σ(Axx), ρ(M1 ∪M2(λ0)) = 2k + n.
Proof: From Propositions 2 and 3, the necessity is obvious. For
sufficiency, the simultaneous satisfaction of Conditions (i) and (ii)
implies that the plant (8)-(9) cannot be structurally uncontrollable.
In other words, it is structurally controllable. 
Checking whether an ACG L associated with a given system
has an input-unreachable λ-cycle can be done efficiently using
SCC decompositions with a complexity of O(|V (L)| + |E(L)|)
[32], which is briefly as follows:
(1) Do SCC decompositions on L, and find all the input-
unreachable SCCs;
(2) If there is a λ-edge in at least one input-unreachable SCC,
there will be an input-unreachable λ-cycle in L. Otherwise there
will be none.
The rationale of the above procedure lies in that, all vertices
of a λ-cycle must belong to the same SCC, as they are reachable
from each other. Besides, if there is a λ-edge in an SCC, then
a λ-cycle exists, noting that the start and end vertices of this λ-
edge are mutually reachable. The matroid union condition (ii) of
Theorem 1 enables efficient verification with a polynomial time
complexity.
In addition, Theorem 1 provides some other information for a
structurally uncontrollable system. Particularly, if a plant has a
PDUM, there must exist some uncontrollable modes that depend
on the first principle parameters associated with the shortest input-
unreachable λ-cycle in the ACG L, which is indicated in the proof
of Lemma 6. Moreover, any λ0 that fails to satisfy Condition (ii)
of Theorem 1 is an FUM of the plant.
Remark 4: A necessary and sufficient condition of structural
controllability for a linear parameterized plant was first given
in [6]. The condition there has exponential time complexity,
and was derived from the decentralized stabilization theory [7],
which cannot be directly extended to LFT parameterized plants
due to the existence of the matrix inverse (I − AzvP )−1. The
descriptor system approach of [20] is under the nondimensionality
assumption defined therein, which introduces some restrictions
on the fixed nonzero constants of the associated matrices. Our
derivations for the LFT parameterized plant are mainly based on
structure analysis of the associated TFMs, and do not impose any
assumptions on the associated constant matrices. A concept “λ-
cycle” is introduced, which is important in establishing Theorem
1. Moreover, these results have some physical interpretations
when applied to an NDS as shown in the next section. It is
worthwhile to mention that the approach suggested here is also
capable of handling some situations beyond the rank-one case.
Due to space considerations, these extensions are not discussed
here.
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V. A NETWORK BASED NECESSARY AND SUFFICIENT
CONDITION FOR STRUCTURAL CONTROLLABILITY
In this section, results in Section IV are extended to the
NDS (1)-(2) by taking the system matrix structures into account.
This leads not only to a more computationally efficient method
for structural controllability verification of an NDS, but also to
some deeper insights on how subsystem dynamics and subsystem
interconnection topology influence controllability of the whole
NDS. Please note that Assumption 2 is not needed in this section.
For Subsystem Σi in (1) with its augmented system matrices
given in (4), define TFMs G
(i)
zv (λ) and G
(i)
zu(λ) respectively as
G(i)zv (λ) = A
(i)
zx(λI −A
(i)
xx)
−1A(i)xv +A
(i)
zv ,
G(i)zu(λ) = A
(i)
zx(λI −A
(i)
xx)
−1B(i)xu +B
(i)
zu .
Construct the ACG Ti associated with [G
(i)
zv (λ) G
(i)
zu(λ)] as
Ti = (Ui ∪Vi ∪Zi, EUiZi ∪ EViZi), where Ui = {ui1, ..., uimui},
Vi = {vi1, ..., vimvi} and Zi = {zi1, ..., zimzi} represent the ver-
tex set of external inputs, internal inputs and internal outputs of Σ˜i
respectively; EViZi = {(vip, ziq) : [G
(i)
zv (λ)]qp 6= 0, p ∈ [mvi], q ∈
[mzi]}, EUiZi = {(uip, ziq) : [G
(i)
zu(λ)]qp 6= 0, p ∈ [mui], q ∈
[mzi]}. Construct a digraph TΣ = (VΣ, EΣ) by connecting these
N ACGs Ti from Zi to Vj through the edge set EP = {(zip, vjq) :
[Pj,i]qp 6= 0, i, j ∈ [N ], p ∈ [mzi], q ∈ [mvj ]} where Pi,j is the
(i, j)-th block of P in (6). That is, VΣ =
⋃N
i=1 (Ui ∪ Zi ∪ Vi),
EΣ = EP
⋃
{
⋃N
i=1 (EUiZi ∪ EViZi)}. Afterwards, this digraph is
called the networked-ACG, and abbreviated as n-ACG. Recall that
an entry of G
(i)
zv (λ) which depends on the variable λ corresponds
to a λ-edge in Ti, and definitions of other graph elements in
TΣ, like the λ-cycle, inherit Definition 3. An illustration of n-
ACGs can be found in Fig. 3 of Section VII. Notice that G
(i)
zv (λ)
and G
(i)
zu(λ) are respectively the TFMs from the internal inputs
v˜i(t) and the external inputs ui(t) to the internal outputs z˜i(t)
of the augmented system of Subsystem Σi, and P has the same
structure as the SCM Φ except for its diagonal blocks. It seems
safe to declare that TΣ intuitively reflects the information flows
over the NDS (1)-(2). More specifically, the existence of a path
between two vertices in TΣ means that, the associated internal
input/output variable of one subsystem can receive signal from
the other associated one in the NDS.
For the NDS (1)-(2) and P in (6), to meet Assumption 2, con-
sider the following transformation on its lumped representation
(9)
Fl
([
Axx Bxu Axv
Azx Bzu Azv
]
, P
)
=Fl
([
Axx Bxu AxvU
V Azx V Bzu V AzvU
]
, Pd
)
(15)
where Pd , diag{si|ki=1}, U and V are some constant matrices
satisfying P = UPdV . Here, each column of the matrix U and
each row of the matrix V is a standard unit basis vector of an
Euclidean space. Under the condition that all the first principle
parameters of the NDS are algebraically independent, it can be
simply shown that this decomposition always exists.
For the lumped representation in the right-hand side
of (15), define TFMs GΣzv(λ) and G
Σ
zu(λ) respectively
as GΣzu (λ) , V Azx(λI −Axx)
−1Bxu + V Bzu,
GΣzv(λ) , V Azx(λI −Axx)
−1AxvU + V AzvU. Then
obviously GΣzv(λ) = V Gzu (λ), G
Σ
zv(λ) = V Gzv(λ)U , where
Gzu(λ)= diag{G
(i)
zu(λ)|Ni=1} and Gzv= diag{G
(i)
zv (λ)|Ni=1}.
Denote the ACG associated with [GΣzv(λ) G
Σ
zu(λ)] by LΣ. We
have the following result, which establishes a relation between
LΣ and TΣ w.r.t. the existence of an input-unreachable λ-cycle,
thus removing Assumption 2. Its proof is deferred to Appendix
B, where the essential idea is to build a relation between graph
connectivity and multiplications of the associated matrices. A
similar issue is addressed in [29] for bilinear systems by using
unit matrices.
Proposition 4: There exists an input-unreachable λ-cycle in
LΣ, if and only if there exists an input-unreachable λ-cycle in
the n-ACG TΣ. In other words, the NDS (1)-(2) does not have
a PDUM, if and only if there is no input-unreachable λ-cycle in
TΣ.
To derive a computationally efficient criterion for verification
of an FUM for NDSs, we adopt some ideas similar to those in
[35] and [37]. For each subsystem, define an MVP Mi(λ) ,[
λI −A
(i)
xx B
(i)
xu
−A
(i)
zx B
(i)
zu
]
. Suppose that there are m distinct values in
⋃
i∈[N ] σ(A
(i)
xx), and denote the set constituted from them by
Λ = {λ1, ..., λm}. For i ∈ [m], j ∈ [N ], let [T
(j)
i Z
(j)
i ] be a
matrix constituted by a basis of the left null space of Mj(λi),
and assume that T
(j)
i and Z
(j)
i have dimensions mrij ×mxj
and mrij ×mzj respectively. Notice that mrij = 0 if λi is
not a zero of this Mj(λ) which is of FRNR. Moreover, let
Mri =
∑N
j=1mrij , and Y
(j)
i = T
(j)
i A
(j)
xv + Z
(j)
i A
(j)
zv . Con-
struct matrices3 Ti = diag{T
(j)
i |
N
j=1}, Yi = diag{Y
(j)
i |
N
j=1},
Zi = diag{Z
(j)
i |
N
j=1}. It is clear that [Ti Zi] is a basis of the left
null space of col{[λiI −Axx Bxu], [−Azx Bzu]}. By Lemma 3,
M(λi) defined in (7) is of FRGR, if and only if
[Ti Zi]
[
−AxvP
I −AxvP
]
is of FRGR, which is further equivalent to that
[Yi Zi]col{P, IMz} is of FRGR. Hence, we have the following
proposition.
Proposition 5: The NDS Σ (1)-(2) does not have an FUM, if
and only if for each i ∈ [m], ρ(M(Q1)∩M(Q2i)) = Mri, where
Q1=[P
⊺ IMz ], Q2i=[Yi Zi].
Proof: Notice that for a set of algebraically independent vari-
ables {s1, ..., sk, t1, ..., tMz} where each ti is nonzero,
[Yi Zi]
[
P
I
]
diag{t1, ..., tMz} = [Yi Zi]
[
Pdiag{t1, ..., tMz}
diag{t1, ..., tMz}
]
.
(16)
It means that the generic rank of [Yi Zi]col{P, IMz} equals that
of the right-hand side of (16). Denote diag{t1, ..., tMz} by Π.
Note that the nonzero entries of col{PΠ,Π} are algebraically
independent. Hence, M([ΠP ⊺ Π]) = M([P ⊺ IMz ]). From
Lemma 2, it can be directly shown that the right-hand side of
(16) is of FRGR, if and only if there exists a J ⊆ [Mv +Mz]
with |J | = Mri such that Q2i,J is of full column rank, while
[ΠP ⊺ Π]J is of FRGR. By the definition of matroid intersection,
this is further equivalent to that ρ(M(Q1)∩M(Q2i)) =Mri. 
As a result of Propositions 4 and 5, the structural controllability
verification of the NDS (1)-(2) can be implemented efficiently. In
Proposition 4, the arithmetic operations are imposed on each sub-
system in constructing the n-ACG TΣ. The existence of an input-
unreachable λ-cycle can be checked using SCC decompositions in
time complexityO(M2x). In Proposition 5, parameters constituting
Yi and Zi can be constructed within each subsystem because
of their block diagonal structures. When the matroid intersection
algorithm is utilized, the only operation that involves arithmetic
calculations is the independence oracle call, i.e., verifying whether
3In case that mrij = 0, the number of rows of Ti does not increase. The only
things needing to do are to put mxj zeros to the corresponding column entries.
Similar remarks are applicable to Yi and Zi.
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columns of Q1J or Q2i,J for J ⊆ [Mv + Mz] are linearly
independent [21]. Denote the time of such an operation by τ .
Then, the conditions of Proposition 5 can be tested in polynomial
time with complexity O(τMx(Mz + Mv)
2.5) [21]. Note that
Q2i composes of two column blocks with each one being block
diagonal, and Q1 can be seen structured. Hence, verifying the
conditions of both Propositions 4 and 5 involves arithmetic
operations only within each subsystem, and graphical operations
on the network topology. This property makes our approach
attractive when dealing with large-scale systems.
Propositions 4 and 5 also illustrate how subsystem input-output
relations and subsystem uncontrollable modes, together with the
subsystem interconnection topology, jointly influence network
controllability. Note that the n-ACG TΣ somehow reflects the
information flows over the NDS, and a λ-edge means that
this channel contains some state information of one associated
subsystem. Proposition 4 means that, to guarantee the absence of
a PDUM, it is necessary and sufficient to make sure that there does
not exist any state involved closed loop which cannot receive sig-
nal from the external inputs. Moreover, it can be validated that, if
λi is an uncontrollable mode shared by some subsystems Σ˜js |
p
s=1
(i.e., [A
(js)
xx − λiI B
(js)
xu ] is of row rank deficient), then Z
(js)
i is
not of FRR, s ∈ [p]. From the property of matroid intersection,
Proposition 5 implies that, to guarantee that λi is not an FUM
of the NDS, at least
∑p
s=1(mrijs−rank(Z
(js)
i )), which is equal
to
∑p
s=1(mxjs−rank([λiI −A
(js)
xx B
(js)
xu ]))([11]), vertex-disjoint
subsystem interconnection links (corresponding to the nonzero
entries in P ), including possible self-loops, should be injected
to these augmented subsystems Σ˜js |
p
s=1. These observations are
helpful in constructing a controllable NDS.
Finally, Propositions 4 and 5 can be combined to derive a
simpler criterion for structural controllability of the NDS.
Corollary 1: The NDS Σ (1)-(2) is structurally controllable, if
and only if
(1) There is no input-unreachable λ-edge in the n-AGC TΣ;
(2) For each i ∈ [m], ρ(M(Q1)∩M(Q2i)) =Mri, where Q1
and Q2i are defined in Proposition 5.
Proof: The satisfaction of Condition (1) of Corollary 1 certainly
leads to that of the condition of Proposition 4. Hence, the if part
is obvious. To show the only if part, suppose that there exists
an input-unreachable λ-edge (vip, ziq) which is not contained by
any cycle in the n-ACG TΣ, i ∈ [N ], p ∈ [mvi], q ∈ [mzi].
Add an edge (ziq, vip) to TΣ, then an input-unreachable λ-
cycle emerges. According to Proposition 4, this indicates that
the obtained NDS with the addition of edge (ziq, vip) is struc-
turally uncontrollable. It further implies that the original NDS is
structurally uncontrollable. Hence, together with Proposition 5,
we have that the violation of either Condition (1) or Condition
(2) leads to structural uncontrollability of the NDS. 
Remark 5: Corollary 1 indicates that, the existence of an input-
unreachable λ-edge implies the presence of either an FUM or a
PDUM. This corollary is significant in proving the performance
guarantee of the topology design procedure developed in the next
section.
VI. MINIMAL DESIGN OF SUBSYSTEM INTERCONNECTION
TOPOLOGY
In this section, as an application of the results established in
Section V, we consider a minimal design of subsystem intercon-
nection topology for an NDS to achieve structural controllability.
All proofs of the results in this section are deferred to Appendix
B.
Consider the following topology design problem. Given N
linear time invariant subsystems Σ1, ...,ΣN whose subsystem
dynamics are captured by (1) with known first principle param-
eters P (i)|Ni=1, find the sparsest structured SCM Φ, such that the
constructed NDS is structurally controllable. Denote the NDS by
Σ(Φ) when a structured Φ is designated.4 Note that a nonzero
entry of Φ is associated with an interconnection link between two
subsystems, which will be called a subsystem link. For notational
simplicity, the system matrices of the subsystem Σi with a fixed
P (i), denoted by A
(i)
xx, A
(i)
xv , etc., are defined as


A
(i)
xx A
(i)
xv B
(i)
xu
A
(i)
zx A
(i)
zv B
(i)
zu
C
(i)
yx C
(i)
yv D
(i)
yu

 = Fl




A
(i)
xx0 A
(i)
xv0 B
(i)
xu0 E
(i)
1
A
(i)
zx0 A
(i)
zv0 B
(i)
zu0 E
(i)
2
C
(i)
yx0 C
(i)
yv0 D
(i)
yu0 E
(i)
3
F
(i)
1 F
(i)
2 F
(i)
3 H
(i)


, P (i)


,
(17)
and mzi and mvi denote the dimensions of internal output and
internal input vectors of Σi, respectively. All the remaining
notations have the same definitions as those in the previous
sections. Then, this problem can be formulated as follows.
Problem 2: Given N subsystems Σ1, ...,ΣN ,
min
Φ∈{0,∗}Mv×Mz
‖Φ‖0
s.t. Σ(Φ) is structurally controllable
(18)
A similar problem has been investigated in [14], [38], for a
structured system described by graphs. The above problem is
different, noting that the dynamics of subsystems are numerically
prescribed, and they can be high order and heterogeneous. Ap-
plications of this problem include designing interaction topology
for geographically distributed multi-agents to achieve consensus
[2], designing communication links for geographically distributed
sensors for data fusion.
A. Feasibility and Complexity
We first show the feasibility and complexity of Problem 2.
Lemma 9: Problem 2 is feasible, if and only if the following
three conditions are satisfied simultaneously: (i) for each i ∈ [N ],
(A
(i)
xx, [B
(i)
xu A
(i)
xv ]) is controllable; (ii) Mz ≥ max1≤i≤mMri; (iii)
there exists at least one integer i ∈ [N ] such that G
(i)
zu(λ) 6= 0, or
for each i ∈ [N ], there is no λ-edge in the ACG Ti.
Lemma 9 shows that to make an NDS structurally controllable,
each of its subsystems should be controllable through its aug-
mented input matrix [B
(i)
xu A
(i)
xv ]. On the other hand, it also shows
that even if an individual subsystem is not controllable through
its external input matrix B
(i)
xu, the NDS could still be controllable
through subsystem interconnections. These results are consistent
with [35], [36], [37].
Proposition 6: Problem 2 is NP-hard.
B. A Two-Stage Algorithm with Provable Approximation Bounds
Since Problem 2 is NP-hard, we propose a scalable algorithm
to approximate it with some provable approximation bounds. This
algorithm has two stages. Stage 1 is to select subsystem links to
eliminate each FUM; Stage 2 is to add some extra subsystem
links to guarantee the non-existence of a PDUM.
4If Σ(Φ) is structurally controllable, a realization of Φ making the NDS
controllable with probability 1 can be obtained by setting values of the nonzero
entries of Φ randomly from a set of real numbers with a sufficiently large
cardinality. This is made clear by Proposition 8 in Appendix A.
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Algorithm 1 Stage 1 of the topology design procedure: selecting
minimal subsystem links to eliminate FUMs
Input: System matrices of subsystems Σ1,...,ΣN .
Output: Approximated Φ for Problem 3
Step 1: Use a greedy algorithm to approximate Problem 4
1: Calculate Yi, Zi, for i = 1, ..., m;
2: Initialize J ← {1, ...,Mv}, Jgrd ← ∅;
3: while g(J) <
∑m
i=1Mri do
4: s← a′ ∈ arg max a∈J\Jgrd g(Jgrd ∪ {a})− g(Jgrd);
5: Jgrd ← Jgrd ∪ {s};
6: end while
Step 2: Use greedy coloring to construct a solution to Problem
3 from Jgrd
7: Find a collection {J1, ..., Jm} of subsets of [Mv +Mz] satisfying
|Ji| = Mri, Ji\B ⊆ Jgrd, such that rank(Q2i,Ji) = Mri, |Ji ∩ B|
is maximized per i = 1, ..., m, where B = {Mv+1, ...,Mv+Mz}.
1
8: Construct the coloring auxiliary graph G(J1, ..., Jm);
9: Initialize Gcol = G(J1, ..., Jm), index Mz colors as 1, ...,Mz , and
use them to color G(J1, .., Jm) according to the following procedure:
(i) for each vertex j ∈ Jgrd ∩ B, color vertex j by the (j −Mv)-th
color;
(ii) after (i), for each iteration, do the following operations, until
there is no uncolored vertex in Gcol:
• among all uncolored vertices, choose the one which is adjacent
to the largest number of differently colored vertices, denoted by
v∗;
• if vertex v∗ has Mz differently colored neighbors, assign k
∗
max
distinct colors to v∗, where
k
∗
max = max{Mri : v
∗ ∈ Ji, i = 1, ..., m}, (19)
and remove the edges between v∗ and its neighbors from
Gcol; otherwise, assign v
∗ a color different from v∗’s colored
neighbors, such that the number of already used colors is
minimized;
10: Map Gcol to Φ: Φij = ∗ if vertex i is colored by color j in Gcol,
1 ≤ i ≤Mv , 1 ≤ j ≤Mz ; the rest entries of Φ are zero.
1
This can be done efficiently in a simple greedy manner: initialize Ji ← ∅;
in each iteration, choose an element s from B and test rank(Q2i,Ji∪{s}) −
rank(Q2i,Ji ). If this value equals 1 then Ji ← Ji∪{s}; if rank(Q2i,Ji∪{s})−
rank(Q2i,Ji ) keeps zero for all s ∈ B\Ji, choose s ∈ Jgrd\B and continue the
above iteration until rank(Q2i,Ji) =Mri.
1) Stage 1- FUM elimination: In this Stage, starting from N
disconnected subsystems, we want to select the minimal number
of subsystem links such that the obtained NDS Σ(Φ) does not
have an FUM. To clarify the dependence of Q1 of Proposition
5 on Φ, rewrite Q1(Φ) , [Φ
⊺ IMz ]. Define a function f(Φ) :
{0, ∗}Mv×Mz → N as
f(Φ) =
∑m
i=1
ρ(M(Q1(Φ)) ∩M(Q2i)). (20)
Suppose that the feasibility condition is satisfied. By Proposition
5, it suffices to see that the objective of the following Problem 3
is equivalent to that of Stage 1.
Problem 3:
min
Φ∈{0,∗}Mv×Mz
‖Φ‖0
s. t. f(Φ) =
∑m
i=1Mri
(21)
Lemma 10: Problem 3 is NP-hard.
Unfortunately, Problem 3 is NP-hard. Besides, it can be directly
validated that f(Φ) is in general not submodular w.r.t. the nonzero
elements of Φ. The nonsubmodularity of f(Φ) might even prevent
the existence of a nontrivial provable performance guarantee of
using a simple greedy algorithm. Here, to seek for an algorithm
with a provable performance bound, we propose the following
alternative algorithm. This algorithm composes of two steps. The
first step is to approximate a lower bound of Problem 3, which can
be formulated as a submodular function optimization problem.
To this end, let J ⊆ [Mv] and denote by Ω(J) ,
diag{IMv ,J , IMz}. Define a function g(J) as
g(J) =
∑m
i=1
ρ(M(Ω(J)) ∩M(Q2i))
It can be directly proven that g(J) =
∑m
i=1 rank([YiJ Zi]). We
then introduce another related problem, which is Problem 4, as
follows.
Problem 4:
min
J⊆[Mv]
|J |
s. t. g(J) =
∑m
i=1Mri
Proposition 7: g(J) is submodular on J ⊆ [Mv]. Moreover,
denote the solution of Problem 4 returned by the greedy algorithm
stated as Step 1 in Algorithm 1 by Jgrd, and the optimal solution
to Problem 3 by Φ∗. Then, it holds that
|Jgrd|
‖Φ∗‖0
≤ 1 + log
Mdef∑m
i=1Mri − g(JT−1)
≤ 1 + logMx,
in which Mdef ,
∑m
i=1
∑N
j=1(mxj − rank([λiI −A
(j)
xx B
(j)
xu ])),
JT−1 is the return value of the second-to-last iteration of the
greedy algorithm.
From its definition, Mdef is obviously the total row rank
deficiency of all subsystems at their uncontrollable modes.
The second step uses the greedy coloring techniques [32]
to restore a feasible solution to Problem 3 from Jgrd. Graph
coloring is the problem of coloring vertices of a graph such
that any two adjacent vertices do not share the same color.
Greedy coloring is a heuristic method towards this problem that
assigns to a vertex with the smallest available color among all
colored vertices not used by its neighbours in a specific order,
adding a new color if needed. The adoption of graph coloring is
motivated by the following observations. Notice that for a given
Φ, ρ(M(Q1(Φ)) ∩M(Q2i)) = Mri implies that there are Mri
nonzero entries located in the columns ofQ1(Φ) indexed by Ji for
some Ji ⊆ [Mz+Mv] with |Ji| = Mri and rank(Q2i,Ji) =Mri,
such that any two of them are in different rows of Q1(Φ).
Regrading the column indices of these nonzero entries as vertices
and their row indices as colors, an equivalent statement of the
aforementioned condition on the SCM Φ is that, the clique formed
by these Mri vertices are colored such that any adjacent vertices
do not share a common color, i.e., anMri-coloring [32]. It should
be noted that a similar idea is also adopted in [39] for a different
yet simpler problem.
To formulate the greedy coloring process, for a given
collection {J1, ..., Jm} of subsets of [Mv + Mz] with
|Ji| = Mri, define the coloring auxiliary graph as
G(J1, ..., Jm) = (Vcol, Ecol), with Vcol =
⋃m
i=1 Ji and
Ecol = {(j1, j2) : j1, j2 ∈ Ji, j1 6= j2, i = 1, ...,m}. Equivalently,
G(J1, ..., Jm) is the union of m individual cliques formed by
vertices of Ji, i = 1, ...,m. A precise statement for this procedure
is given in Algorithm 1. The greedy coloring procedure is in
Substep 9 of Algorithm 1, where we adopt a dynamically updated
ordering, and as stated in (19), permit one vertex to be assigned
with more than one color. A bound for its performance is given
in Theorem 2. An illustrative example is given in Section VII.
2) Stage 2-PDUM elimination: In this stage, the objective
is to add minimal subsystem links to eliminate all PDUMs of
the NDS obtained after Stage 1. The associated procedure is
stated as Algorithm 2. In this procedure, an SCC is called input-
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unreachable source SCC, if in the associated n-ACG, this SCC is
input-unreachable, and there is no incoming edge from any other
SCCs to any of its vertices. Let pius be the number of input-
unreachable source SCCs that contain a λ-edge in the n-ACG
obtained after Stage 1, denoted by TΣs1. Then, it can be seen
that, at least pius subsystem links are needed to guarantee the
input-reachability of all λ-cycles in TΣs1. Meanwhile, Algorithm
2 provides a constructive procedure on how pius subsystem links
are sufficient to do so. From Proposition 4, pius is the minimal
number of subsystem links whose addition to TΣs1 eliminates
each PDUM of the NDS obtained after Stage 1.
The following theorem gives some approximation bounds for
the two-stage topology design procedure.
Theorem 2: The two-stage topology design procedure overall
returns an O(2Mrmaxlog(Mdef)) approximation for Problem 2,
where Mrmax , max1≤i≤mMri. In Stage 1, Algorithm 1
returns an O(Mrmaxlog(Mdef)) approximation for Problem 3. In
addition, if every vertex of Gcol in Substep 10 of Algorithm 1 is
colored by only one color, then the approximation factor becomes
O(log(Mdef)) for Problem 3.
There are two promising features in the above topology design
procedure. First, it has low computational complexity. To be
specific, Step 1 of Stage 1 has complexityO(NMdef), which is no
more than O(M2x); particularly, the call of a matroid intersection
subroutine is no longer needed. Step 2 of Stage 1 incurs at most
an O(M3z ) complexity. Stage 2 has an O(MvMz) complexity.
Hence, the overall time complexity is O(M3z +M
2
x). Note that
we usually have Mz ≪ Mx in actual applications [35]. This
means that the time complexity of our approach usually increases
quadratically with Mx in practice. Second, it has a provable
approximation bound, while other possible heuristics might not.
The approximation bound 2Mrmaxlog(Mdef) might seem loose.
However, when the subsystems have smaller dimensions of un-
controllable subspaces which leads to a smaller Mdef , or have
more heterogeneous eigenvalues which leads to a smaller Mrmax,
this bound becomes tighter. Moreover, if Mz ≫ Mrmax, the
approximation bound becomes 2log(Mdef), since in this case
every vertex of Gcol will be colored by only one color. In fact,
the proof of Proposition 6 indicates that approximating Problem
2 within a factor clog(Mdef) is NP-hard for any constant c < 1.
The numerical example in Section VII shows that our approach
can sometimes return the optimal solution.
The above topology design procedure may also be applied
in the following situation. Given a collection of disconnected
subsystems, adding the minimal subsystem links to construct an
NDS without unstable FUMs, i.e., the FUM with a nonnegative
real part. This objective is closely related to constructing an NDS
that can be stabilized by state feedback [13].5 To this end, only
the unstable FUMs are needed to be considered. Hence, a slightly
modified version of Algorithm 1 may be suitable for this problem.
The numerical example in Section VII illustrates this capability.
VII. AN ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE
In this section, a numerical example is given to illustrate the
results obtained in the previous sections.
Consider an NDS consisting of 3 subsystems. The
system matrices for these subsystems are respectively
Pa(Σ1) =


0 0 1 1 0
0 −1 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 1
1 1 0 0 0

, Pa(Σ2) =


1 0 0 1 0
2 0 0 1 0
1 0 0 1 0

,
5If there is no input-unreachable λ-cycle in the n-ACG of the obtained NDS,
the NDS will have no PDUM. In this case, a sufficient condition for stabilization
can be obtained.
Algorithm 2 Stage 2 of the topology design procedure: adding minimal
subsystem links to eliminate PDUMs
Input: The associated n-ACG after Stage 1, denoted by TΣs1.
Output: Approximated Φ for Problem 2
1: Identify the input-unreachable source SCCs of TΣs1, and among
them denote those that have a λ-edge by Nˆ1, ..., Nˆpius ; TΣ ← TΣs1;
2: for i = 1, ..., pius do
3: Update TΣ by adding a link from zl to vj , where the internal input
vertex vj belongs to Nˆi, the internal output vertex zl belongs to
the input-reachable SCCs of TΣ updated in the previous step.
4: end for
5: Map TΣ to Φ according to the correspondence between TΣ and Φ.
Fig. 3. Illustration of n-ACGs of the example in Section VII. The dotted edges
represent λ-edges, while the bold ones represent subsystem links.
Pa(Σ3) =


−1 0 0 1 1
2 1 0 0 0
0 1 1 1 1
0 0 0 0 1

 , where Pa(Σi) ,

A
(i)
xx B
(i)
xu A
(i)
xv
A
(i)
zx B
(i)
zu A
(i)
zv

. Let
a structured SCM Φa =


0 0 0 ∗ 0
0 0 ∗ 0 0
0 0 0 0 ∗
0 0 0 0 0
0 ∗ 0 0 0
∗ 0 0 0 0

.
First, consider the SCM Φa. The corresponding n-ACG TΣ is
given in Fig. 3(a). From Fig. 3(a), there is an input-unreachable
λ-cycle in TΣ, which is {v12 → z11 → v32 → z32 → v21 →
z21 → v12}. Hence, by Proposition 4, the above NDS has at least
one PDUM, which means that it is not controllable under the
above structured SCM Φa with any specific link weights. This
can be validated by some algebraic manipulations.
Second, we show the application of the modified version of
Algorithm 1 in selecting the minimal subsystem links to construct
Fig. 4. The G(J1, ..., Jl) ((a) and (c) are respectively for l = 2 and 3) before
coloring and Gcol ((b) and (d)) after coloring. The number in the bracket near
each vertex is the color assigned to this vertex, and the subscript number of the
bracket is the order that this vertex is colored in Algorithm 1.
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an NDS without unstable FUMs. Note that the matrix pair
(A
(i)
xx, B
(i)
xu) has some unstable uncontrollable modes for i = 2, 3.
This means that Subsystems Σ2 and Σ3 cannot be stabilized by
state feedback when isolated. The set of subsystem eigenvalues
is Λ = {1, 0,−1}, with unstable mode set being Λˆ = {1, 0}.
Let λ1 = 1, λ2 = 0. Applying Algorithm 1 by letting m = 2,
after Step 1, we get Jgrd = {3, 5}. For Step 2 in Substep 7 of
Algorithm 1, we have J1 = {3, 5, 7, 11} and J2 = {3, 5, 7, 9, 11}.
The coloring auxiliary graph G(J1, J2) is given in Fig. 4(a), with
its associated colored graph Gcol being Fig. 4(b) obtained by
executing Step 2 of Algorithm 1. According to the correspondence
between coloring and the SCM, a structured Φ with its (3, 4)-
th and (5, 2)-th entries being nonzero is obtained. That is, two
subsystem links (z31, v21) and (z12, v31), as illustrated in Fig.
3(b), are sufficient to eliminate these unstable FUMs. From Fig.
3(b), there does not exist an input-unreachable λ-cycle. Hence,
there is no PDUM in the NDS associated with Fig. 3(b). Since any
other FUM if there exists, is stable, for “almost each” numerical
Φ0 with the structure shown in Fig. 3(b), the associated NDS
Σ(Φ0) is stabilizable by a state feedback. To validate it, assign a
random weight to each nonzero entry of the SCM Φ. Using the
PBH test, it is observed that every uncontrollable mode of the
obtained NDS is fixed at λ = −1, which means that the NDS
can be stabilized.
Now suppose that our goal is to find the sparsest SCM to
construct a structurally controllable NDS. Continuing the above
procedure, let λ3 = −1. Following a similar procedure described
above, we get Jgrd = {1, 3, 5} in Step 1 of Algorithm 1 with
J1 = {3, 5, 7, 11}, J2 = {3, 5, 7, 9, 11}, J3 = {1, 5, 7, 9, 11} in
Substep 7 of Algorithm 1. The associated graphs G(J1, J2, J3)
and Gcol before and after coloring are given respectively in Fig.
4(c) and Fig. 4(d). The corresponding interconnection topology
is illustrated in Fig. 3(c), which shows that there does not exist
an input-unreachable λ-cycle. Hence, the obtained SCM with its
(5, 2)-th, (1, 4)-the and (3, 4)-th entries being nonzero, makes the
NDS structurally controllable. Through an exhaustive search, it
becomes clear that this interconnection topology is optimal in the
sense that it has the minimal number of subsystem links making
the associated NDS structurally controllable.
VIII. CONCLUSIONS
This paper investigates structural controllability of an NDS,
in which unknown parameters are allowed to exist in both
subsystem dynamics in an LFT parameterized way and in sub-
system interconnections, and each subsystem may have high-
order, heterogeneous dynamics. Some results are first obtained
about structural controllability of an LFT parameterized plant
under a diagonalization assumption, which further lead to some
necessary and sufficient conditions respectively for the NDS to
have an FUM, a PDUM, and to be structurally controllable. These
conditions can be verified efficiently, and give some intuitive
insights on how the network controllability is influenced by
subsystem input-output relations, subsystem uncontrollable modes
and subsystem interconnection topology. Based on them, a min-
imal design of subsystem interconnection topology is considered
for an NDS to achieve structural controllability. A two-stage
algorithm is proposed with some provable performance bounds.
Further researches include studying more generic properties for
an NDS with unknown parameters, like the generic dimension of
controllable subspaces, structural controllability with a random
switching topology, etc.
APPENDIX A
GENERAL COMPLEXITY AND HARDNESS OF STRUCTURAL
CONTROLLABILITY VERIFICATION: HIGH-RANK CASE
In this appendix, we discuss the general computational com-
plexity and hardness of structural controllability verification when
the coefficient matrix of a variable in system matrices is not
restricted to be rank-one. Specifically, for the pair in (9) we set
Azv ≡ 0 and equivalently write the following (A,B) as in [1]:
A = A0 +
∑k
i=1
siAi, B = B0 +
∑k
i=1
siBi, (22)
where Ai ∈ R
n×n and Bi ∈ R
n×q are constant matrices, and
s1, ..., sk are free parameters.
Definition 4 (RP, [3]): Randomized polynomial time (RP) is
the complexity class of problems for which a random algorithm
exists with: (i) it always runs in polynomial time in the input size;
(ii) if the correct answer is YES, it returns YES with probability
at least 1/2; if the correct answer is NO, then it always returns
NO.
Lemma 11 ([28]): Let f(s1, ..., st) be a multivariate polyno-
mial of variables si|ti=1 with real coefficients that is not identically
zero. Let V be an arbitrary subset of R with a finite cardinality, d
the total degree of f(s1, ..., st) (i.e., the highest degree of one
monomial), and Vt the set of all t-element arrays with each
element chosen from V. Then, if d ≤ |V|, f(a) 6= 0 for at least
(|V| − d)|V|t−1 elements out of all a ∈ Vt.
From Lemma 11, the following proposition is obtained.
Proposition 8: Verifying the structural controllability of
(A,B) in (22) is RP. More specifically, let rmax ,
max 1≤i≤k rank([Ai Bi]), and the set of real numbers V ⊆ R
satisfies |V| = min{2knrmax, 2n2}. If (A,B) is structurally
controllable, then, randomly choose an element (s1, ..., sk) ∈ Vk,
with probability at least 1/2, the obtained numerical (A,B) of
(22) is controllable.
Proof: A numerical (A,B) is controllable if and only if the
matrix C defined in (23) with dimension n2 × n(n+ q− 1) is of
FRR [13].
C ,


B I 0 0 0 0 0
0 −A B I 0 0 0
.
.
.
. . .
. . .
. . .
.
.
.
0 0 0 −A B I 0
0 0 0 0 0 −A B


(23)
If (A,B) in (22) is structurally controllable, there exists at
least n2 columns of C, the set of whose column indexes is
denoted by K, such that det CK cannot be identically zero. Let
d be the total degree of det CK. It’s obvious that d ≤ n2.
Notice that also, the degree of si in det CK is bounded by
rank(Bi) + (n − 1)rank([Ai Bi]) ≤ nrmax, thus d ≤ knrmax.
According to Lemma 11, choose randomly an element (s1, ..., sk)
from Vk, then under the condition |V| ≥ 2d, the probability of
det CK 6= 0, denoted by Pr, satisfies
Pr ≥
(|V| − d) |V|k−1
|V|k
≥
1
2
. (24)
Note that verifying whether (A,B) in (22) for a given (s1, ..., sk)
is controllable can be done in polynomial time by testing the rank
of the associated controllability matrix. By Definition 4, the result
follows. 
From Proposition 8, it can be seen that, if the cardinality of V
tends to be sufficiently large, the probability in (24) will tend to
be 1. In other words, Proposition 8 quantifies the statement that
controllability is a generic property by measuring the cardinality
of the parameter space and the probability of controllability for a
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randomly chosen system. On the other hand, under the generally
believed conjectures [3] that RP=P and P 6= NP, it indicates that
verifying the structural controllability of (A,B) of (22) should not
be NP-hard, and there should be some derandomized algorithm
that can do this efficiently. However, the following theorem
reveals the hardness of finding such a deterministic algorithm.
In this theorem, the definitions of complexity classes NEXP and
P\poly, could be referred to e.g., [3] and [27], and Permanent of
an n×n matrixM is the sum over all permutations of n columns,
of a product of n terms, where the i-th term in the product is the
term in the i-th row and the permutation of the i-th column.
Theorem 3: If one can deterministically verify whether the
system in (22) is structural controllable in polynomial time (or
even in sub-exponential time), then either (i) NEXP 6⊂ P\poly or
(ii) Permanent is not computable by polynomial sized arithmetic
circuits over Z.
Theorem 3 means that finding a deterministic algorithm to
verify structural controllability of (22) in polynomial time or even
in sub-exponential time, is at least as hard as proving Statement
(i) or (ii) in this theorem, which are two open problems in
arithmetic circuits [27]. Although it is generally believed that
NEXP 6⊂ P \ poly and Permanent requires super-polynomial
sized circuits [3], it is also commonly agreed that we are far
away from proving these lower bounds [27]. Nevertheless, for the
case where [Ai Bi] has an arbitrary rank, some efficient random
algorithms, or black-box polynomial identity testing algorithms
[27, 28], could be adopted.
To prove Theorem 3, we leverage a special problem about
arithmetic circuit complexity, called the symbolic determinant
identity testing problem (SDIT) [12]. This problem can be stated
as follows. For a square matrix M with its entries being either a
constant integer or a variable, where each variable could appear
more than once, determine whether or not its determinant is
identically zero. By reducing the general SDIT to a special
instance of structural controllability verification problem, we give
the proof with the following Lemma 12. Notice that Theorem 3
is not contradictory to the main results of this paper, as SDIT for
rank-one case is deterministically solvable in polynomial time
[27], while is more challenging and still open for the general
high-rank case.
Lemma 12 ([12], [27]): The following three statements cannot
be simultaneously true: (i) SDIT can be solvable in polynomial
time (or even in sub-exponential time); (ii) NEXP ⊂ P \ poly;
(iii) Permanent is computable by polynomial sized arithmetic
circuits over Z.
Proof of Theorem 3: Let B be an n× n matrix, whose entries
is either a constant integer or a variable. Let A = In. It’s obvious
that (A,B) has the form of (22), and all the coefficient matrices
can be obtained in polynomial time. By the PBH test, (A,B) is
structurally controllable, if and only if detB is not identically
zero. This means that verifying the structural controllability of
(A,B), is at least as hard as the SDIT on B. The result then
follows from Lemma 12. 
APPENDIX B
PROOFS OF SOME TECHNICAL RESULTS
Proof of Lemma 5: Without loss of generality, denote
cycles C1 and C2 by C1 = {i1 → i2 → · · · → ip → i1},
C2 =
{
i1 → i′2 → · · · → i
′
p → i1
}
, where {i1, i2, · · · , ip} and
{i1, i′2, · · · , i
′
p} are two distinct permutations of {1, · · · , p}.
Let t = min{j ∈ {2, · · · , p} : ij 6= i′j}. Then, there
must exist some integer t′ such that i′t′ = it while t <
t′ ≤ p. Notice that (it−1, i
′
t′) ∈ E(C1). Hence, the cycle
C∗ =
{
i1 → i2 → · · · → it−1 → i′t′ → i
′
t′+1 → · · · → i
′
p → i1
}
contains edge (i1, i2) and has a length no more than p−1. Similar
analysis on edge (i1, i2) can be applied to any other edge of C1.

Proof of Lemma 6: For the ease of notation and without
loss of generality, let us consider J = {1, ..., ns} and denote
SJ = {s1, ..., sns}. Define a weighted multigraph associated
with the TFM GJzv(λ)PJ − I as D
J = (VJ , EJ ,WJ ),
where the vertex set VJ = {1, ..., ns}, the edge set
EJ = E0J
⋃
EI in which E0J = {(j, i) : [G
J
zv(λ)]ij 6= 0}
and EI = {(i, i) : i = 1, ..., ns}, and the weight set WJ =
{w(e) : w(e) = [GJzv(λ)]ijsj for e = (j, i) ∈ E
0
J , w(e) = −1 for e ∈ EI}.
Moreover, for an edge e = (i, j) ∈ E0J , define w¯(e) = [G
J
zv(λ)]ij .
From this definition, some vertices may have multiple self-loops,
which leads to the term “multigraph”. Let S˜ns be the collection
of all matchings of DJ with size ns, and denote the i-th matching
by Ci. It is well-known that each matching Ci corresponds to
a collection of disjoint cycles that span DJ [32]. From the
definition of determinant [11], we have
det(GJzv(λ)PJ − I) =
∑
Ci∈S˜ns
sgn(Ci)
∏
e∈Ci
w(e), (25)
where sgn(Ci) ∈ {−1, 1} is the sign associated with Ci.
Notice that a nonzero term
∏
e∈Ci
w(e) in (25) could either
be a monomial of {s1, ..., sns} depending on λ, a monomial
of {s1, ..., sns} independent of λ, or the constant (−1)
ns . The
necessity is then obvious, since if there dose not exist a λ-
cycle in LJ (therefore neither in DJ ), there exists no term in
det(GJzv(λ)PJ − I) that depends on the variable λ.
To show the sufficiency, notice that in the digraph DJ , all
outgoing edges from a common vertex i ∈ VJ have weights with
the same factor si (excluding the self-loop with weight −1). This
leads to the fact that for two distinct matchings Ci and Cj , their
associated terms
∏
e∈Ci
w(e) and
∏
e∈Cj
w(e) could cancel each
other out. Suppose that there exists at least one λ-cycle in LJ ,
and so does in DJ by definition. Denote the λ-cycle which has the
shortest length among all these λ-cycles in DJ by C¯min = {i1 →
· · · → ikmin → i1}, where kmin is the length of C¯min. Notice that
C¯min may not be unique. Denote by C˜min the matching in D
J
constituted by C¯min and the rest ns−kmin self-loops with weights
−1. We declare that the term associated with C˜min, expressed in
(26), where kmin + 1 is defined to be 1 and the sign is ignored,
cannot be varnished by other terms in det(GJzv(λ)PJ − I).∏kmin
j=1
w¯((ij , ij+1))
∏kmin
j=1
sij (26)
To show this, first observe that there does not exist a set of ver-
tices Zcs ⊆ {1, ..., ns}\{i1, ..., ikmin}, such thatZ
c
s∪{i1, ..., ikmin}
forms a larger cycle containing C¯min and corresponds to a
monomial of the form f(λ)
∏kmin
j=1 sij , where f(λ) ∈ F (λ). That’s
because, if a new vertex i∗ ∈ Zcs is included in this larger cycle,
then the outgoing edge from i∗ in this cycle has a weight with
factor si∗ , leading to a monomial containing factor si∗
∏kmin
j=1 sij .
Next, in the subgraph of DJ induced by {i1, ..., ikmin}, denoted
by DJ
C¯min
, suppose that there exists another λ-cycle C¯′={i′1 →
· · · → i′kmin → i
′
1} which is distinct from C¯min. Then, according
to Lemma 5, for every edge e in E(C¯min)
⋃
E(C¯′), there exists a
cycle in DJ
C¯min
with length not exceeding kmin − 1 that contains
e. Consequently, a λ-cycle with length less than kmin emerges
in DJ , which is contrary to the shortest length assumption of
C¯min. Therefore, among all the terms
∏
e∈Ci
w(e) which has the
form f(λ)
∏kmin
j=1 sij where f(λ) ∈ F (λ), there is only one term
that corresponds to a matching containing a λ-edge, while all the
rest correspond to matchings that consist of only constant-edges
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(possibly including self-loops with weight −1). These terms have
the form of a
∏kmin
j=1 sij where a ∈ R is constant. Hence, the
coefficient of monomial
∏kmin
j=1 sij in det(G
J
zv(λ)PJ −I) has the
form
a˜+
∏kmin
j=1
w¯((ij , ij+1)), (27)
where the assocaited sign is ignored, and a˜ ∈ R is the sum of
all possible aforementioned constants a. From the definition of
Gzv(λ), w¯(e) for a λ-edge e has the form of α+ f(λ) with f(λ)
being a nonzero strictly proper fraction, α ∈ R. Consequently,∏kmin
j=1 w¯((ij , ij+1)) always has the form of αˆ+ fˆ(λ), where fˆ(λ)
is a nonzero strictly proper fraction and αˆ ∈ R, which further
leads to (27) equaling α˜+ αˆ+ fˆ(λ). As a result, there is a term
fˆ(λ)
∏kmin
j=1 sij in det(G
J
zv(λ)PJ −I) depending on both SJ and
λ that cannot be cancelled out by other terms. It further leads to
that GJzv(λ)PJ − I has at least one zero depending on SJ .
6 
Proof of Lemma 7: Let R1 = {1, ..., k}, C1 = {1, ..., k},
and C2 = {k + 1, ..., k + q}. It is obvious that Gzv(λ)P − I
is of FRGR, as det(Gzv(λ)P − I) contains a term (−1)k
which cannot be zeroed out. Hence, for any j ∈ C2,
[Gzv(λ)P − I,Gzu(λ)]R1,C1∪C2\{j} is of FRGR.
It remains to prove the case where j ∈ C1. For this
purpose, define the weighted multigraph D associated with
[Gzv(λ)P − I Gzu(λ)] in the same way stated in the proof of
Lemma 6. Moreover, denote the vertex set of D by Z ∪ U
with Z = {z1, ..., zk}, U = {u1, ..., uq}. Then, it can be
seen that for any j ∈ C1, [Gzv(λ)P − I Gzu(λ)]R1,C1∪C2\{j}
corresponds to the digraph obtained by deleting all the outgoing
edges from vertex zj in D. According to the reachability of zj ,
there is a ui ∈ U such that a path from ui to zj exists in D.
Denote D(i) the subgraph of D induced by vertices {ui, z1, ..., zk}.
Let the path P, {ui → zi1 → · · · → zid−1 → zj} be
the shortest path from ui to zj in D
(i), whose length is d,
where {i1, ..., id−1} ⊆ [k]. Let D
(i)
d be the subgraph of D
(i)
induced by vertices {ui, zi1 , ..., zid−1 , zj}. Similarly to the proof
of Lemma 6, it can be seen that the path P and all self-loops with
weights −1 associated with each vertex of Z\{zi1 , ..., zid−1 , zj}
constitute a matching with size k, denoted by CP . This match-
ing corresponds to a term with the monomial si1si2 ...sid−1 in
det([Gzv(λ)P − I Gzu(λ)]R1,C1\{j}∪{i+k}). It is declared that
among all matchings with size k in D(i), except CP , none
corresponds to a term with the monomial si1si2 ...sid−1 . We can
demonstrate this by contradiction. If such matching exists, the
only possible case is that, there is a path from ui to zj with
length d in D
(i)
d other than P . However, by Lemma 5, this
means that a path from ui to zj exists with length no more than
d − 1, causing a contradiction to the shortest path assumption.
To show this, one just needs to virtually add an edge (zj , ui)
to D
(i)
d . Then a path from ui to zj always corresponds to a
6This can be shown as follows. Let d∗(λ) = det(λI − Axx),
fˆ(λ) = n1(λ)
d1(λ)
, where n1(λ) and d1(λ) are coprime and their degrees
deg n1(λ) < deg d1(λ). We have proven that det(GJzv(λ)PJ − I)
has a nonvanished component (α˜ + αˆ + fˆ(λ))
∏kmin
j=1 sij +
(−1)ns =
[(α˜+αˆ)d∗(λ)+
n1(λ)d∗(λ)
d1(λ)
]
∏kmin
j=1 sij
+(−1)nsd∗(λ)
d∗(λ)
. Hence,
d∗(λ) det(GJzv(λ)PJ − I) has n zeros, where n is the dimension of Axx.
Suppose that all zeros of GJzv(λ)PJ − I are independent of SJ . Then, the
zero set of d∗(λ) det(GJzv(λ)PJ − I) must be σ(Axx) by setting si|
ns
i=1 = 0.
This further requires that (α˜ + αˆ)d∗(λ) +
n1(λ)d∗(λ)
d1(λ)
has a zero set σ(Axx).
However, this is impossible, as deg
n1(λ)d∗(λ)
d1(λ)
< deg d∗(λ). This contradition
shows that there exists at least one zero of GJzv(λ)PJ − I not belonging to
σ(Axx) for almost every value of SJ . That is, G
J
zv(λ)PJ − I has at least one
zero depending on SJ .
cycle in Lemma 5. Hence, the monomial si1si2 ...sid−1 cannot be
canceled in det([Gzv(λ)P − I Gzu(λ)]R1,C1\{j}∪{i+k}), making
[Gzv(λ)P − I Gzu(λ)]R1,C1∪C2\{j} FRGR. 
Proof of Lemma 8: The proof follows similar ideas to those
of [20, Lemma 5.3]. Suppose that there exists a zero of
[Gzv(λ)P−I Gzu(λ)] depending on S, denoted by λ∗. Then,
inspired by [20, Lemma 5.3], it suffices to see λ∗ as a tran-
scendental element over R, since λ∗ depends on the alge-
braically independent elements s1, ..., sk. Choosing the square
submatrix Gzv(λ)P − I of [Gzv(λ)P − I Gzu(λ)], it holds
that det(Gzv(λ
∗)P − I) = 0 since λ∗ is the zero, which
means that {λ∗} ∪ {s1, ..., sk} is algebraically dependent over
R. According to the property of algebraic independence [20,
Lemma 2.1], there exists some si∗ ∈ {s1, ..., sk} such that
{λ∗} ∪ {s1, ..., sk}\{si∗} is algebraically independent over R.
On the other hand, by Lemma 7, for any i∗ ∈ [k], delet-
ing the i∗-th column from [Gzv(λ)P−I Gzu(λ)], the obtained
matrix is of FRGR. This means that, at least one nonsingular
k × k submatrix of [Gzv(λ)P−I Gzu(λ)] does not contain si∗ .
Denote the determinant of such submatrix by D(S\{si∗}, λ
∗),
then D(S\{si∗}, λ∗) = 0 holds. It follows that {λ∗} ∪
{s1, ..., sk}\{si∗} is algebraically dependent over R, causing a
contradiction. 
Proof of Proposition 4: Define a digraph associated with
[PGzv(λ) PGzu(λ)] as TˆΣ = (V ∪ U , EVV ∪ EUV), where
U , {u1, ..., uMu}, V , {v1, ..., vMv}, EVV = {(vi, vj) :
[PGzv(λ)]ji 6= 0} and EUV = {(ui, vj) : [PGzu(λ)]ji 6= 0}.
Noting that all nonzero entries of P are independent, it turns out
that [PGz⋆(λ)]ji 6= 0, if and only if there exists l ∈ [Mz] such that
Pjl 6= 0 and [Gz⋆(λ)]li 6= 0, where ⋆ = v or u. Relabel vertices
in TΣ as
⋃N
i=1 Ui , {u1, ..., uMu},
⋃N
i=1 Zi , {z1, ..., zMz}
and
⋃N
i=1 Vi , {v1, ..., vMv} according to their correspondences
in TˆΣ. Then, TΣ and TˆΣ are related in the following way:
(vi, vj) ∈ EVV (resp. (ui, vj) ∈ EUV) in TˆΣ, if and only if there is
a triple (vi, zi∗ , vj) for some i
∗, such that (vi, zi∗), (zi∗ , vj) ∈ EΣ
(resp., a triple (ui, zi∗ , vj) with (ui, zi∗), (zi∗ , vj) ∈ EΣ) in TΣ.
It can further be validated that, there exists an input-unreachable
λ-cycle in TΣ, if and only if there exists at least one input-
unreachable λ-cycle in TˆΣ.
Define H(λ) and G(λ) as H(λ) , V Gzu(λ), G(λ) ,
V Gzv(λ) respectively. Noting that P = UPdV and Pd ,
diag{si|ki=1}, it can be seen that [PGzv(λ)]ij 6= 0, i.e.,
[UPdV Gzv(λ)]ij 6= 0 (resp. [PGzv(λ)]ij depends on λ), if and
only if there exists an l ∈ [k], such that Uil 6= 0 and [PdG(λ)]lj 6=
0, where the latter is equivalent to [G(λ)]lj 6= 0 (resp. [G(λ)]lj
depends on λ). Similar analysis is valid for PGzu(λ). Hence,
it turns out that [PGzv(λ) PGzu(λ)] has the same sparsity
pattern as [U ∗G(λ) U ∗H(λ)], where the operation “∗” is defined
as the same as matrix multiplication except that the involved
additions and multiplications between two scalar elements are
logic operations OR and AND between binaries respectively
(here binarity refers to whether an entry is zero or nonzero).
Furthermore, since each column of U has only one nonzero entry
from its definition, no cancellation occurs between two addends
in obtaining G(λ)U . This means that [V Gzv(λ)U V Gzu(λ)] has
the same sparsity pattern as [G(λ)∗U H(λ)]. With these obser-
vations, we will show that TˆΣ and LΣ have the same properties
w.r.t. the existence of λ-cycles and their input-reachabilities by
leveraging the correspondence in sparsity pattern between their
associated matrices [U ∗G(λ) U ∗H(λ)] and [G(λ)∗U H(λ)].
To this end, denote the set of vertices of LΣ by W ∪ U
with W = {w1, ..., wk} and U = {u1, ..., uMu}. Suppose that
there is a λ-cycle in LΣ, denoted by C1 , {wi1 → wi2 →
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· · · → wis → wi1}. Assume that (wi1 , wi2) is a λ-edge without
loss of generality. Moreover, suppose that there is a path from
ui¯0 ∈ U to wi¯r ∈ {wi1 , ..., wis}, and denote such path by
{ui¯0→wi¯1→· · ·→wi¯r}. This means that the (¯i1, i¯0)-th entry of
H(λ), and the (¯i2, i¯1)-th,...,(¯ir, i¯r−1)-th,...,(i2, i1)-th,...,(is, is−1)-
th and (i1, is)-th entries of G(λ) ∗ U are nonzeros. Note that
[G(λ) ∗ U ]ij 6= 0, if and only if there exists an l ∈ [Mv]
such that [G(λ)]il 6= 0 and Ulj 6= 0. Hence, there exists a
sequence of integers k¯1, ..., k¯r−1, k1, ..., ks ∈ [Mv] (possibly with
repeated values), such that [G(λ)]¯ij+1 ,k¯j 6= 0 and Uk¯j ,¯ij 6= 0 for
j = 1, ..., r− 1, [G(λ)]ij+1 ,kj 6= 0 and Ukj ,ij 6= 0 for j = 1, ..., s,
where is+1 is defined to be i1, and meanwhile [G(λ)]i2,k1 depends
on λ. Observe that whenever [G(λ)]il 6= 0 and Uji 6= 0, [U ∗
G(λ)]jl 6= 0. The above indicates that the (k¯2, k¯1)-th,...,(ks¯, k¯r−1)-
th,(k1, ks)-th,(k2, k1),...,(ks, ks−1)-th entries of U ∗ G(λ) are
nonzeros, where s¯ ∈ [s], and [U ∗ H(λ)]k¯1 ,¯i0 6= 0. Then, there
exists a sequence of edges (ui¯0 , vk¯1), ..., (vk¯r−1 , vks¯),...,(vks , vk1),
(vk1 , vk2),...,(vks−1 , vks) in TˆΣ (possibly with repeated edges)
with (vk1 , vk2) being a λ-edge. A λ-cycle containing edge
(vk1 , vk2) can always be found from these edges, and this λ-cycle
is input-reachable.
Since every step of the above analysis is invertible, the direction
that a (input-reachable) λ-cycle in TˆΣ indicates the existence of
a (input-reachable) λ-cycle in LΣ follows a similar way. This
further leads to Proposition 4. 
Proof of Lemma 9: The necessity of (i) can be directly
derived from Theorem 1 of [37], [36]. The necessity of (ii)
can be validated by contradiction: if Mz < max1≤i≤mMri,
ρ(M(Q1) ∩ M(Q2)) ≤ Mz < max1≤i≤mMri, which never
satisfies the condition of Proposition 5. The necessity of (iii) is a
direct derivation of Condition (1) of Corollary 1 and the definition
of Ti.
To show the sufficiency, let Φfull be the SCM with all of its
entries being free parameters. Notice that if (i) of Lemma 9 is
satisfied, [Y
(j)
i Z
(j)
i ] is of FRR whenever mrij > 0 by using
Lemma 3 inversely, which means that Q2i is of FRR. Suppose
Mz ≥ Mri for all i ∈ [m]. Then, any Mri columns of Q1 ,
[Φ⊺full IMz ] are linearly independent. As Q2i is of FRR, there
exists Mri columns of Q2i which are linearly independent. As
a result, ρ(M(Q1) ∩M(Q2i)) = Mri per i ∈ [m]. If there is
some i ∈ [N ] with G
(i)
zu(λ) 6= 0, it can be validated that Φfull is
sufficient to make all λ-edges in the associated n-ACG TΣ input-
reachable. Therefore, Φfull satisfies both conditions of Corollary
1, which is a feasible solution to Problem 2. 
Proofs of Proposition 6 and Lemma 10 : We put both proofs
together as they follow the same argument. The sketch is to find
an instance of Problem 2 (resp. Problem 3) that is equivalent to
the NP-hard minimal controllability problem in [23]. The latter
problem is to determine the minimal number of states that need to
be affected by an input to ensure controllability for a given state
transition matrix [23]. Consider an NDS Σ with two subsystems
Σ1 and Σ2. The parameters are as follows: for a given n ∈ N,
let A
(1)
xx ∈ Rn×n be a matrix with no repeated eigenvalues whose
associated minimal controllability problem is NP-hard, whose
construction can be referred to Theorem 1 of [23], A
(1)
xv = In,
A
(1)
zv = 0n×n, A
(1)
zx = In, B
(1)
zu = 0n×1, B
(1)
xu = 0n×1;
A
(2)
xx = n + 1, A
(2)
xv = 1, A
(2)
zv = 01×1, A
(2)
zx = 1, B
(2)
zu = 01×1,
B
(2)
xu = 1, and the SCM to be determined Φ ∈ {0, ∗}(n+1)×(n+1).
Then, it can be validated that, Problem 2 and Problem 3 are both
equivalent to the minimal controllability problem associated with
A
(1)
xx . 
Proof of Proposition 7: Define functions gi(J) ,
rank([YiJ Zi]) per i ∈ [m]. As gi(J) is a rank function
on the subset of column vectors of matrix [Yi Zi], gi(J) is
submodular and nondecreasing on J ⊆ [Mv] [21]. Hence,
g(J) =
∑m
i=1 gi(J) is submodular and nondecreasing. Denote
the optimal solution to Problem 4 by J∗. From [31], it follows
that
|Jgrd|
|J∗|
≤ 1 + log
∑m
i=1Mri −
∑m
i=1 rank(Zi)∑m
i=1Mri − g(JT−1)
. (28)
Let R∗1 ⊆ [Mv] be the set of indices of nonzero rows of Φ
∗. Then,
it is obvious that ||Φ∗||0 ≥ |R∗1|. Let B , {Mv + 1, ...,Mv +
Mz}. Since Φ∗ satisfies f(Φ∗) =
∑m
i=1Mri, it means that
ρ(M(Q1(Φ∗)) ∩M(Q2i)) = Mri per i ∈ [m]. That is, there is a
collection {J1, ..., Jm} of subsets of [Mv+Mz], such that |Ji| =
Mri, rank(Q2i,Ji) =Mri and rank(Q1(Φ
∗)Ji) = Mri. It further
leads to that Ji\B ⊆ R∗1, and ρ(M(Ω(Ji\B)) ∩M(Q2i)) =
Mri. Moreover, define R
∗
2 ,
⋃m
i=1 (Ji\B). Then, the above
relations imply that R∗2 ⊆ R
∗
1 and g(R
∗
2) =
∑m
i=1Mri, i.e., R
∗
2
is feasible for Problem 4. Consequently, we have |J∗| ≤ |R∗2| ≤
|R∗1| ≤ ||Φ
∗||0.
By the definition of Z
(j)
i , per i ∈ [m], j ∈ [N ], it holds mrij−
rank(Z
(j)
i ) = mxj−rank([λiI−A
(j)
xx B
(j)
xu ]) ≤ mxj−rank(λiI−
A
(j)
xx ), where the last term is the geometric multiplicity of λi for
A
(j)
xx . Combined with (28), summation of the above relations over
[m] and [N ] leads to the inequalities of Proposition 7. 
Proof of Theorem 2: Let Φ∗ denotes the optimal solution to
Problem 3, Φ′ the returned solution by Algorithm 1, and Φopt
the optimal solution to Problem 2.
We first show the feasibility. For the obtained Gcol in the
last iteration of Step 2 of Algorithm 1, we say a vertex is k-
colored, if it is assigned with k different colors, 1 ≤ k ≤
Mrmax. Let every vertex of G(J1, ..., Jm) has the same colors
as the corresponding vertex of Gcol. Considering the subgraph
of G(J1, ..., Jm) induced by Ji per i ∈ [m], denoted by GJi ,
each of its vertex is either 1-colored or k+-colored for some
k+ > 1. Recall that a vertex is k+-colored only if it has at
least Mz differently 1-colored neighbors. Hence, all vertices in
Ji ∩ B are 1-colored. According to (19) in Algorithm 1, all
those k+ satisfies k+ ≥ Mri. As a result, there always exists
one combination of Mri colors in GJi , denoted by J
′
i ⊆ [Mz]
with |J ′i | = Mri, each color chosen from each vertex separately,
such that GJi is colored with the property that no two adjacent
vertices share the same chosen color (for example, first choose the
unique colors from those 1-colored vertices, then combinatorially
choose one color from each of the k+-colored (k+ ≥ Mri)
vertices). By the relation between coloring and rank, it follows
that Q1(Φ
′)J′
i
,Ji has full generic rank. As rank(Q2i,Ji) = Mri,
we have ρ(M(Q1(Φ′)) ∩M(Q2i)) = Mri. This means that Φ′ is
feasible for Problem 3. The feasibility of the two-stage algorithm
then follows from Propositions 4 and 5.
We then prove these approximation bounds. From the above
analysis, it is clear that every vertex of Gcol is colored with
no more than Mrmax colors. Combining Proposition 7, we have
||Φ′||0/||Φ∗||0 ≤ Mrmax(log(Mdef) + 1). Moreover, if there
does not exist a k+-colored vertex in Gcol for any k
+ > 1,
then obviously ||Φ′||0/||Φ∗||0 ≤ log(Mdef) + 1. For the overall
topology design procedure, by Corollary 1, it can be seen that
subsystem links in an optimal solution Φopt to Problem 2 can be
divided into two subsets. One subset functions as eliminating the
FUMs, which is supposed to contain at least p∗ef subsystem links,
and the other functions as eliminating the input-unreachable λ-
edges, which is supposed to contain at least p∗eu subsystem links
(these two subsets may overlap). It turns out that both p∗ef and p
∗
eu
do not increase with the addition of any set of subsystem links
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to the corresponding NDS. Hence, we have
p∗ef + p
∗
eu ≤ 2||Φopt||0, ||Φ
∗||0 ≤ p
∗
ef .
On the other hand, given a collection of disconnected subsystems
Σ1,...,ΣN , it holds that pius ≤ p∗eu, recalling that pius is the
number of input-unreachable source SCCs that contains an λ-
edge in TΣs1. This is obvious, as the existence of pius input-
unreachable λ-edges in different source SCCs of TΣs1, indicates
that at least pius subsystem links should be added to
⋃N
i=1 Ti
to make the corresponding input-unreachable λ-edges therein
input-reachable. Hence, the two-stage algorithm returns a Φ with
sparsity pius + ||Φ′||0 ≤ p∗eu + Mrmax(log(Mdef) + 1)p
∗
ef ≤
Mrmax(1 + log(Mdef))(p
∗
eu + p
∗
ef) ≤ 2Mrmax(log(Mdef) +
1)||Φopt||0. Therefore, the topology design procedure overall has
an O(2Mrmaxlog(Mdef)) approximation. 
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